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CH.APrER I 
IN'l'RODUC'fiOJl 
Description of the Study 
This study has been designed to survey teachers' and 
ehildrens' reactions to the educational programs at the 
grade levels of second through sixth in the Boston area. 
Only atter watching these programs for six weeka, studying 
methods which other survey• had used, and after ga•hering 
data from all the programs watched, were the questionnaires 
written. The writers tried to build questions which would 
bring eut specific answers and teelings towards all or part 
cf each pregr8lll. 
It is hoped that the answers which the writers re-
ceived will be objective and helptul both to them and to 
any others interested in the future ot educational tele-
vision. 
Justification of the Study 
Today we stand on the threshold of a new era. The 
marvels of this atomic age are many but with them come an 
equal number or problems. Perhaps one of the greatest is 
that ot raising the level of education so that the general 
public can learn to live more profitably in this new age. 
-1-
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In our democratic way of lite, Americans have always real-
ized the importance of mass enlightenment. This idea is 
part ot the American dream that all men shall be treated 
equally, given equal chances to succeed, equal chances to 
find a way of lite beneficial to them and to their com-
munity. Mass education has always presented a great problem 
to the educator because of the varied levels ot ability and 
diverse environments ot the learner. Today, however, with 
an ac•te shortage of teachers and classrooms, the diffi-
culties are insurmountable when the traditional methods ot 
teaching are used. 
The advent of television in this new age was hailed as 
ene of the most exciting contributions this century has 
produced. When one realizes the impact it has made upon our 
society, how it has changed the leisure time patterns ot 
many, and how it has introduced vast areas of knowledge to 
those who otherwise would never have had such opportunities, 
one becomes aware of the vi tal role of television in our 
lives. 
It is felt by many that by bringing television into 
the classroom and introducing the students to the benefits 
of the best teachers, most of the above cited problems can 
be eliminated. By surveying the reactions ot the people te 
whom this new way of education will be most important--
children and teachers--the writers hope to disc over the ex-
tent to which television should be used in the classroom. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Development of Educational Televisien 
The public's interest in the possibilities of edu-
cational television was first aroused in the late 1940's. y 
As Mably states: "A tremendous movement for educational 
television developed across the country. It was sparked by 
parents, educators, Parents Teachers ASsociations and 
clubs." 
For a period of time, educational television faced a 
difficult situation. School principals were unwilling to 
invest in expensive equipment because there were very few 
educational programs. This situation was partially al-
leviated by the local businessmen, who supplied some schools 
with television sets for a period of several months when a 
series of programs was planned for classroom receptioa. 
Chicago schools in 1945-1946, Philadelphia and Baltimore y 
schools ia 1949, took part in such experiments. In these 
!Jiack lably, What Educational TV Offers You, Public 
Affairs Pamphlet Number 2o3, 'fhe PUblic Att'airs Cemmittee, 
Washington, D. c., 1954, p.7. 
2/William B. Levenson and Edward Stasheff, Teachini Throu~h 
Radio and Television, Rinehart and Company, Inc., ew for , 
1952, p. 44. 
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programs, the 'Schools presented. to the public the education-
al activities and subjects taught at several levels in the y 
schools. New York City also presented similar programs 
such as "This is Your City." 
One or the first universities to present adult level 
telecourses was the UniTersity or Michigan. Its experiment 
in television teaching was based on three years of pre-
liminary planning. The telecourse included "Understanding 
the Child Growth and Development, at Home and School," 
"Man in His World," a seieace series, "Understanding Music," 
"Understanding Our Natural ResoQrces," "Lands and People of 
the Far East," "Democracy in Action: Political Parties," 
"Living in the Later Years: Hobbies Put to Work," "Exploring 
the Universe: The Solar System." These courses were hour 
--
long weekly programs which ran from seven to titteea weeks. 
At the close or the course, an examination was sent to the 
registrants. Cordial letters were sent along with the 
examinations, explaining that: "the questions in the ex-
amination are based upon the supplementary materials and 
the telecast, but some of them are designed. to test your 
ability to apply your knowledge. Take as much time as you 
like and feel free to refer to your supplementary material 
or other references." These letters were designed. to arouse 
--
students' personal curiosity about how much be bas learned 
in the course. Upon satisfactory completion ot the written 
• 20. 
examiaation, a student is entitled to a "certificate of 
, participation" in that particular course. This official 
recognition had brought about increased enrollments. In 
February ot 1950, Iowa State College at Ames developed both 
general and specific telecourses stressing the fields of 
home economics and agriculture. The University of 
California Extension Division Department of Correspondence 
Instructions developed the first telecourse on the West 
Coast. A course in "Child Psychology" was presented in two 
fifteen minute telecasts weekly for thirteen weeks. The 
University of Washington also etters credit courses with 
syllabuses and a reading list. Other pioneers included 
University ot Utah, fhe Municipal University ot Omaha, and 
:y 
University of Houstoa. 
Telecourses were also offered by private institutions 
ot higher learning. Western Reserve University began ex-
perimenting with telecourses in the academic year ot 1950-
1951. The University of Miami has offered at least two 
telecourses in one semester since the spring of 1951. St. 
Louis University; Bryant College of Providence, Rhode 
Island; Hood College in Frederick, Maryland; and Columbia 
U:ai varsity were ameng the many other private colleges that 
turned to television teaching to expend their services to 
~Jennie Waugh Callahan, Television in School, College and 
O....uni t!, JlcGraw-Hill Book Com:pe.ny, Inc • , N'ew York, 1952, 
pp. 164- 67. . 
i 
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the nearby communities.~ 
In 19~9, the educational programs which had been 
previously presented in the evening in the Philadelphia and 
Baltimore areas were programmed during the day. Some of 
the programs included were "Music Through Rhythm," "Visit 
to Storyland," and "Your Books Come to Lite." ~hese pro-
- ·' 
grams were,presented for the first to third grades. There 
were also series given for the fourth to sixth grades: "We 
Visit Italy," "Let's Make Musical Instruments," and "What 
' Makes the Weather." Other courses, including guidance, 
" 
transportation and city planning were given the Junior and y 
senior high schools. 
From 1951 to 1952, the children in the public schools 
of Philadelphia saw thirteen telecast programs a week. 
These programs were under the direction of Martha Gable 
and proved most successful. One series was called "Science 
is Fun" and it inspired the children to carry on scientific 
. ll 
activities outside of school. 
On October 16, 1950 the president of the National 
Association of Educational Broadcasters convened a meeting 
of educational groups which had expressed their interest in 
the Federal Communications Commission's television allo-
1Jda11ah8n, op. cit., pp. 170-179. 
afGiraud Chester and Garnet R. Garrison, Radio and Tele-
vision, Appleton-Century~crofts, Inc., New York, 1950, 
p. 564. 
lf Ibi._g. 
1 
cation procedures. A joint committee on Educational Tele-
visioa was formed which included the N A E B, The American 
Ceuncil on Education, the Association ot Land Grant Colleges 
and Universities, the National Council ot Chief State School 
Officers and the National Education Association ot the 
United States. The committee was financed by contributions 
from the member groups and donations of interested citi-
Y 
zens. 
"The Joint Council on Educational Televisie• 
was organized for the purpose of presenting to the 
Federal Communications Commission the case for the 
reservation of television channels for educational 
stations in 1951. Since that time the J·C E T has 
represented educational institutions in protectin& 
these reservations and encouraging and assisting the 
establisPment of educational aations."~ 
I·• April, 1952 the F C c had reserved 242 chaD.llels tor 
non-commercial activities. Educators were confronted with 
the financial problem •f building television s'ations and 
of producing programs. Some ot the sources ot income have 
been the Fund tor Adult Education established by the Ford 
Foundation; The Payne lUnd, and the Alfred P. Sloan 
Foundation fund. The National Citizens Committee tor 
Educational Television has been most effective in organiz-
ing and supporting public fund drives in many different 
!/Carroll v. Newsom, A Television Policy tor Education, A-
m~riQan Council on Education, Washington, D. c., 1952, pp. 
2o-28. _ 
2/Ralph Steetle, "Statement of the Joint Council on Educa-
i'ional Television. Before the Senate Interstate and Foreign 
Commerce Commit ee," The Joint Council on Educational Tele-
vision Washi on D. C. 19,~, p. 1. 
8 
cities. Since the plans tor state legislatures to support 
educational channels had not been received enthusiastically, 
1/ 
educators preferred public tund drives.-
The tirst educational television station, W o I - T v 
, was started at Iowa State College in 1950. K U H T at the 
University ot Houston was the second station to begia 
broadcasts in June, 1953. K T H E at Los Angeles, owned by 
the University of Southern California, was the third edu-
Y 
cational station. 
In 1954, the seven educational stations in operation 
were in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Houston, Cincinnati, 
Pittsburgh, Madison, Wisconsin and East Lansing, Michigan. 
}} 
W Q E D, channel 13, Pittsburgh established as a non-
profit corporation, guided by a board ot twenty-tour 
directors representing a cross section ot the community, 
went on the air on April l, 1954. Construction was fi-
nanced by contribution ot $150,555.00 tram the Ford Founda-
tion; $100,000.00 tram the Mellon Foundation. The station, 
receiving cooperation trom thirteen neighboring colleses, 
the University ot Pittsburgh and the Carnegie Institute ot 
~Edgar D81e, Audio Visual Methods in Teaching, The Dryden 
ess, New York, 1954, p. 22. 
2/The U. s. Department ot Health, Education and Welfare, ~Jducational Television Stations," Higher Education 
(J'ebruary, 1954), 10:101. , 
3/Walter D. Cooking, "Educational Television on the Air in 
I'? Areas," The SchooL.Executive (October, 1954), 74:94. 
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Technolegy, was on the air seventeen hours a week. The 
schedule included daily in-school children's and adult's y 
programs. 
K T H E in Los Angeles went on the air in January, 
1954, t1nanced by the Allan Hancock Foundation. This ultra 
high frequency station has developed several successful 
local programs, such as "Your Public Library" and "Music 
Room." However, many of the attractions were supplied by 
the headquarters of Educational Television and Radio Center 
in Ann Arbor, Michigan. The center's job is to provide 
films and kinescope recordings to educational television 
stations strengthening their programs with material which 
, individual stations cannot afford. The center itself pro-
duces a few of these items, but most of the new material 
comes from experimental programs of educational and com-
2/ 
mereial stations all over the eouatry.-
Universities in the San Francisco area are behind the 
noncommercial nonprofit organization known as the Bay Area 
Educational Television Association which began operation 
over K Q E D - T V station on June 10, 1954. All college 
presidents are members ot B A E T A. The financial support 
was given by the Ford Foundation, organizations, eontri-
l)nsame •••• Are Waiting to See," Christian Science Monitor, 
~oston, Massachusetts {July 13, 1954), p. 9. 
y'Ibid., P• 9 
10 
butions, and individual membership fund.~ 
On May 25, 1953, K U H ~ - T V in Houston began tele-
casting. The financial support for the station came from 
the university royalty annual income available for tele-
vision or $250,000.00. The public sehoQls were also willing 
to spend a portion or their annual income. The programs 
included a piano class and a course in elementary psy-
chology. A survey made in Houston reported that 700,000 
persons watch one or more educational programs per week. 
K E T C - T V in St. Louis, Missouri began operation 
on September 20, 1954.. The Ford l'oundation contributed 
$150,000.00 tor constructioa. ~he commission or Educational 
Television was made up or local busi.ness, professional and 
' y 
religious leaders. 
Aside tram the development or educational stations, 
the in-school programs were making progress in different 
cities. Most or these programs were on an experimental 
basis tor the purpose of enrichment or as a supplement to 
teaching. Series or programs included subject matter such 
as science, foreign language, music, art, health and safety, 
and social studies. In 1952-1953 there were thirteen ill-
school programs a week in many fields ia Philadelphia. Pro-
grams included "Storytime" series tor the fourth, fifth aad 
1/Christian Science Monitor, op. cit., p. 9. 
2/Callahan, op. cit., p. 20-21. 
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' sixth grades, and "R tor Reading" series for the second and y . .. 
third grades. 
In Baltimore, "Reading is Fum" was presented for grade 
school viewing. Spanish lessons were offered to the ele-
mentary grades in Los Angeles. Music programs including 
singing, instruments of orchestra, the making of instruments 
and the performances by famous musicians were also offered. 
The science program began with the kindergarten level, which 
was introduced to animals and pets. There were also differ-
ent series tor each grade, such as plants and gardens :tor 
the first grade, marine life tor the second grade and 
museums for the third grade. A series or programs ot 
autrition and health were offered in Lea Angeles. In 1954, 
the "Schooltime" program produced by W 0 I - T V in Ames, 
Iowa includes the following subjects: health tor junior high 
classes; elementary science; social studies tor grades five, 
six and seven; guidance fer high school students; the 
history or Iowa tor fifth grade students; and elementary y 
arts. 
By the end of 1955, there were ten new non-commercial 
stations on the air, making a total ot seventeen stations. 
The stations developed in 1954-1955 were located in Lincoln, 
Nebraska; Seattle, Washington; Munford, Alabama; Chapel 
Hill, North Carolina; Birmingham, Alabama; Boston, Kassa-
!}Callihan, op. cit., pp. 140-149. 
2/Loc. cit. 
1 
chusetts; Ohampaiga-Ubana, 1llinois; Miami, Florida; 
. ' . . !] 
Chicago, Illinois; and Detroit, Michigaa. 
In Beaten, the Lowell Institute Cooperative Broad-
casting Council was organized in 19~6. The Council was 
made up or Boston Cellege, Boston University, Harvard 
University, Lowell Institute, Massachusetts Institute ot 
Technology, Northeastern University, Tufts College, the 
Boston Sympheny Orchestra, the Museum or Fine Arts, and 
the New England Censervatory or Music. This group worked 
on the development of W G B H - Channel Two of Boston, 
which began teleoasting in March, 1955. 
For the year 1955, a survey reported that schools ia 
150 cities in the united States used television in the 
12 
school pregram. One hundred and twenty superintendents 
reported that their schools were breadcastin& television 
programs, most or them regularly. Thirty school systems 
did not broadcast, but used television receivers in schools 
to supplement the school program. At least ten schoo~ 
systems had aoess to one or more non-commercial educational 
television stations and tour systems used both commercial 
and educational stations. In 195~-1955, ~he Chica&• Public 
Scheel broadcasted 100 television hours over commercial 
stations. The Philadelphia Public School System reperted 
• nt ounc on Educational Television, Educational 
elevision Status Report, 1785 Massachusetts Avenue, 
Northwest, Washington 6, D. c., December, 1958. 
13 
that more than 93,000 pupils in 265 public schools viewed 
these telecasts weekly on a regular basis. .!/ 
Pittsburgh has had more time on the air than any other 
school system. A total or about 200 hours were telecasted 
through the W Q E D educational station and a cammercial 
station. Other cities with large amounts of hours were 
Macon, Georgia; »rooklyn, New York; and Baltimore, Maryland. 
The first school system to run and operate an educational 
television station was in Dade County, Florida on August 12, 
1955. Programs of telecasting by public school systems in-
cluded public information, cultural interest, music, art, 
drama, and special events. Forty-two school systems used 
broadcasts for curriculum enrichment and twenty-seven tor 
regular classroom activities. 
y 
Pittsburgh's experiment in 1955 attracted natioawide 
interest. Teaching by television was conducted daily in 
fifth grade reading, arithmetic and history-geography. 
Twenty-eight classes in twenty-three different school 
buildings were involved. Expert teachers gave twenty 
minute lessons on televisi-on, with periods for follow up 
by teachers in the classroom. Another experiment was an 
introductory course in physics offered to high school stu-
dents in eleven separate buildings. Dr. Harvey White, 
1/Robert c. Aiiderson, "TV in Schools," .school Executive 
\January, 1956), pp. 87-88, reprint •. 
_v~., p.ss. 
I 
professor of physics at the university of California in y 
Berkeley, conducted the course. 
~n St. Louis, community television station K ~ T C was 
used tor experimental teaching of ninth grade general 
science, English composition and second grade spelling. No 
supplementary teaching was used. For two semesters daily, 
thirty minute instructions were offered in ninth grade 
science, and twenty minutes were offered in second grade 
spelling. The results showed equivalent degrees of achieve-
2/ 
ment.-
In 1956, the first city-wide public school close-
circuit T V system began operation in Pocatello, Idaho. The 
first schools to use closed circuit television were the 
medical and dental schools. Albany Medical College and 
Loyola University Dental School were among the many schools 
telecasting close range views of experiments and eper-
2./ 
ation. More than 150 educational institutions in the 
United States reported having close-circuit TV facilities 
by June, 1957. 
A special olos ed circuit report in March, 1958 reported 
I J]charles A. siepmann, "The Case for Television in Educa-
tion," The New York Times Magazine {June 2, 1957), Section 
2/"What School Managers Should Know About Close-Circuit 
TV," School Management Magazine {March, 195S}, p. 59, re-
print. 
3/"Education Television tor Your Community," published b,y 
~he Educational lev op a~d Radio Center, the Joint Council on Educ elev1sion and the National Associ-
ation of Educat adcaster, 1785 Massachusetts Avenue, 
D. C. March 1958 • 52-59. 
15 
that closed circuit television is in operation in over a 
dozen public school systems, including New York City; Los 
Angeles, California; Fulton County, Georgia; Evanston, 
Illinois; Snyder, ~exas; Baltimore, Maryland; Port Chester, 
New York; and Hagerstown, Maryland. More than 100 colleges, 
universities and school systems are engaged in experimental y 
T V in three dozen states. 
A five-year experiment in teaching by closed circuit 
television began in September, 1957 in Hagerstown, Maryland. 
In operation with public schools, the Ford ..t!'oundatioa are 
supplying equipment, skill, and money to develop teaching 
techniques. Courses including music, English, art, arith-
metic, science, reading, geometry and history were given to 
two hign schools and six elementary schools. There were 
6000 students in all eight schools. 
There were approximately twelve television teachers in 
the system. Each teacher may have had as many as five 
classes each day, totalling 270 students. The teacher gave 
all five classes instructions at once tor exactly one half 
hour each day. 'l'he remaining twenty minutes or class period 
was tor the other half of the teaching team--the classroom 
instructor. ~he classes involved were larger than normal, 
ranging from ~ to 75 students in ••oh roam. The classro .. 
instructor took charge or the discussion period, gave and 
p ew s, "Closed Circuit Roundup," Educational 
(October,. 1957), 36: 1+72-477 • " 
cheeked homework and proceeded with the suggested follow 
up or review. Once a month, classroom and ~ V teachers 
conferred for discussion of previous month's wor.K and 
planned the following months'. 
16 
~he preliminary evaluations gave several indications at 
success. A few highlights included were as follow: 
"~enth grade plane geometry students have shown 
considerable improvement over regular classroom teach-
ing. These classes were more than one month ahead in 
the first six months of school compared to students of' 
other years who received classroom instruction. Also 
there were less failures than had been experienced in 
the previous years. 
In fifth grade arithmetic, the Iowa basic skills 
test was given after the first six weeks of' regular 
classroem teachiag and before teaching by T V was 
started in this subject. It was found that the median 
achievement in the subject was below normal. At the 
end of' the year, and after five and one-half' menths of' 
teaching by television, the median for this same group 
was a number of months ahead. In other words, the 
group achieved a standing from below no~al to above 
grade level. 
"Better inservice training of' new teachers than 
ever before possible was accomplished. Daily obser-
vation of' the teaching methods of' the mere experienced 
teachers helped the new ones to became adjusted more 
rapidly."lf 
In 1958, twenty-three schools with a total of 12,000 pupils 
were being taught by television. Plans to include 18,000 
students in all the fort;y-eight schools were made for 
2/ 
1959.-
1/"What School Management Should Know About Closed Circuit 
TV," op. cit., p. 59. . 
2/"ETv: 5 Years and $60 Millions Later," Broadcasting 
TNovember 11, 1957), 53:3. 
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B7 tbe eD4 ot 1956, t1va .1101'• AOD•OCJI'ICMro1al au,iou 
began opel'atiD&: K 1£ T A 1.. Od.a.b.QIIIl Ci t7, W K '1' A 1" 
Yem.p.hia, Tenaeeaee, w A I " 1a AD.clalua1a, Al.abau, K R !15 A y 
ia Dever, OGlorac1o, an4 w o a U in Colwuou.a, Oh.1o. 
The tint thz'ee-atat.t.on a'h\e u•ork waa alread7 S.. 
opuat1GA 1n AlabaM. Ia 19S7, thia netvtor.r. broadtaat 
1,057 proarua 1A tort:r•aiae aubje•t arMa. The network 
oona1ate4 ot w A I ~ AD4alua1a, ii T 1 Q. Muat'o.rd, an4 W B 'I Q. 
B1Z"mi.OShaa• Prosrawa are aiorowav~ by tb.e Ua1vera1t1 f# 
Ala baa, l'oly\ .. b.alo laat1 tu\e and. Greater B1ra1np-. Al'ea 
E T V Aaaooiatioa, with tuee ... tou.rtu ot t.tle atak w1Wn 
1 ran&• ot tbe very hich tzoequenoy aipala. Georgia, P1o.r14a 
u.4 Oklabou were a lao plaruuq tor aialla.r a tate w1 de 
3/ 
, aetwork. 
In Ausuq, 19S7, ed.aoatora trom aix.\eea southern 
atatea at\ea4e4 a aee\10& aponaore4 b7 th• soutbera Raaional 
! Ecluoatioaal Boa.r4. Thl.a croup reeommfJ.bde4 a loa& raaa• 
' microwave that woul4 l1DJt \he oolleeea an4 Wll.Yera1 tiea ot 
the south. The a1x. teen a tate aoQhern hookup plaDned to 
AI 
aeek tou.o4at1on aoney tor Maio reaeuoh, 
.DuriD& the Je&r ot 19S7 aix aore aew noa-oomurolal 
etatlona beaan operation, 1< L s I 1A LOu.iala.na, w Y I S 1n 
New Orleau; K T c A 1a Minneapolis-st. Paul. K1nneao\a.; 
IJiiuMiJf<ijiiJ;: ~~l!Y~;IQ~ ,S\11\U!.l\•PO£!, A»· Aith 
i/""'llV: S Yeara an<1 lbO .Ull1on Later," ap. o1 '· P • 3 • 
j/"II!Ift 5 Years and $60 MS.llion Later," ORe oit., P• ). 
i 
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W H Y Y in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; I 0 A C in Corvallis, y 
Oregon; and W K V S in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. y 
Ralph Steetle states: "In terms or the numbers or 
-
new E TV stations on the air, 1958 was the most productive 
single year since the Federal Communication Commission re-
served channels tor education in 1952." TWelve stations 
went on the air in 1958, making the total or thirty-nine 
stations serving an area with a total population otwell 
ever titty million people. Among the stations that began 
operation were San Juan's W I P R; K U E D in Salt Lake 
City, Utah; W E T V in Atlanta, Georgia, K N M E in 
Albuquerque, New Mexico; W F P K in Louisville, Kentucky; 
W J C T in Jacksonville, Florida; and W E D U in Tampa-St. 
, Petersburg and W U F T in Gainesville, Florida. 
A survey on educatienal stations by Educational Tele-
vision and Radio Center indicated that nearly 400 more hours 
ot pregramDdng were shewn in the E T V stations during one 
test week in 1958 than in 1957. Micl!igan State University's 
survey or telecourses reported that trom 1957 to 1958, 464 
educational television ceurses were ottered during the 
school year. On the air courses increased 112 per cent over 
the total trem 1956 to 1957. These courses were ottered by 
titty-three universities, thirty-tour colleges, twenty 
!Jiducatlonai Television Status Report, ep. cit. 
2/Ralph Steetle, "Educational Television 1958!" Educational 
~creen (December,-1958), 37:614-15. 
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public aohool •1ateu, i;h~•• a-.wGI'& an4 two a\ate deparot,• 
•nt ot public 1nauuot1oaa. In aohool tel•oaaUaa alao 1.o.-
oreaaed areatl1. In 19)8 • tbe .owabel" ot eleraen~J ao.bool 
teaollins ~011"•• via telev1a.ton wen 1.nor-.ae4 tour tillea 
and a eo o.a4U7 aohool teacn1nc p.roaruua 1noreaae4 t1'f'e t1aea 
over 19'7· !ne J 0 E T v•a 19,. 8\U!'Y91 on oloa..t e1nY.1t 
teleY1a1 on nported that tbeJ"e were nearly 200 clO&e4 
o1rou1 t inatallat.iona in oolleaea and aohoola 1n the UtU.ted 
1:/ 
Stat••• 
T.weatJ•tive leaialaturu have ta&e.o. aotio.o. whio.b. baa 
cU.reotl.J afteoted. the oOAt1Aue4 4e1'el.Optllent ot e4\10at1onal 
telertaion. Prov1a1on ot 11 mllllon 4olla.ra •• 1nolw:le4 
WlCler !1 Ue ot VII ot \be Rational U.tenae ld.uoat1oaal Aet 
ot 1958 tor t.b.e reaMR.tl u4 experlaentati.ou 011 m.ezoe 
etteoUve u.t1l1sat1oa ot talev1a1oa. an4 otber related ae41a 
'!I 
tor e4uoat1on. }./ " ' , .. 
Ralph Steetle .· aa\1ute4 that taia 7~ approx1mat4ll7 
20 alll1oa peoplo in t.b!a QOW!ltl'J will reoeiv• aoae fc:t--.1 
eduoa•1on Yia talo•1a1 on. 1\owevu, a~t14e trom the rap14 
~ocr••• 1 t 1• lap_.tant to ao\o \ba\ tnere 1• not ''' an 
etluo.at1onal T V station ill N'ft YoJ:.IC Ci ,,. , Loa ADselea • 
1 Olevela.n4 SD.4 W•&Aingtoa, u. c. A total ot more tllu 20 
, m11Uon people 1A tbeae l.fll'SO oen\era of population 1\011 
'. Yliiih s, .. ,I., " .i4uoe.tioaal Televiaicm 19581" OPt olt.' 
. P• 61). . 
:!/Ralph swe•l•• 1b14. n. 615. 
1 
l/iialpb S\eetle P. 61 5. 
I 
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lack the advantages or an educational television broad-
casting facility, even though there are commercial stations 
in different oi ties. '£he most important factor blocking the 
construction and operation of an educational television 
station in these cities is that an ultra high frequency 
! channel has been reserved for education. Educators in these 
cities were against the idea of investing in stations because 
of the difficulties of operating a U H .1!' station in an all 
V H F area. Television Allocations Study Organization is 
under intensive study of characteristics of U H F and V H F 
broadcasting and reception. It is hoped that from studies 
of this nature information beneficial to the further 
development of educational television will be discovered. 
In summary, educational television is a relatively new 
medium. The pioneers in this field had to face the problems 
of insufficient funds due to the unawareness of the general 
public as to the merits of the new undertaking. It was not 
until the beginning of the fifties that the Joint Council 
on Educational Television was organized and non-commercial 
stations began operating. There was rapid progress in the 
past two years. At present the E T V offers a wealth of 
varied experiences for both adults and children. As it 
stands tod~, the general public, as well as the federal 
government, have contributed much in the way of funds and 
enthusiasm toward the further development of E TV. 
Admiai s tratiea 
With the school system full to OYertlowin& aad quali-
fied teachers in short supply, the school administrator is 
faced with finding a way to remedy this situation. As a 
partial answer to the problem, the possibilities ot tele-
vision sh9uld not be overlooked. '!'he use of television in 
the classroom will alleviate the pressures of aumbers and 
r space without diminishing quality or quantity of bonafide y 
educatienal experiences. 
21 
S.me educational institutions ewn their own stations, 
some participate in ene way or another in a cemmunity owned 
station, others use limited time available on a commercial 
station, and still others are engaged in closed circuit y 
television. In same sections or the country, where no 
educational channels are allocated, education will r.-ain 
entirely dependent on cooperatien with commercial stations. 
However, as to broadcasts direct into the school classrooms 
it will be a rare station that will be ready to meet the 
educator's needs for assured hours of broadcasting over a 
. 21 
long period. Thus, one can understand, despite the fact 
lJRobert L. Fleming, "Superintendents, Principals, and 
Instructional Televisioa," ~orth Ceatral Associatioa 
Quarterly {April, 19 58) , 32:365. 
2/Leslie ~. Brown, "Administrative Policies and Practices," 
Worth Central Association Quarterly (April, l95S), 32:367.~ 
lfCharles A. Siepmann, TV and Our School Crisis, Dodd, Mead 
and Company, New York, 1958, p. 45. . 
I 
i 
that commercial networks can atf'ord expenditures greater 
than those at the disposal of' educators, that previsions 
should be made tor independent means of transmittiag the 
programs. 
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The Federal Communications Commission compiled and 
issued an order reserving 258 frequencies tor exclusive use 
by non-profit organizations dedicated to the fUrtherance at 
!./ 
education. Free access to the wave lengths of the air is 
all very tine, but to use them transmitters have to be 
built and programs have to be prepared. This all costs 
I ~ 
money. Siepmana has the following to say concerning this: 
"Two hurdles have to be surmounted--the cost in-
volved in capital outlay and maintenance costs. Edu-
cational television stations might never have got a 
start but tor generous grants f'rea the foundations, and 
notably the various funds ot tb.e Ford l!'oundation. 
Capital outlay has thus tar been met in many instances. 
But tor outgoing costs, stations must look elsewhere, 
to two sources in particular: to private donors and 
to boards of' education and institutions or higher 
learning. If' the needs ot our schools and colleges 
fer television are even remotely what we hope to prove 
they are, income trom this latter source should be . 
assured. Private contributions will depend on qualit7 
et services rendered and oa growth in the public aware-
ness that without further education we are doomed." 
2.1 Carroll Newsom states that capital and operating 
costs oan be discussed only in reference to specific o••-
munities and specific operating plans. Published articles 
!/Charles A. Siepmann, op. cit., p. 32. 
Y!!!!. , P. 3 5 • 
1/Carroll v. Newsom, op. cit., p. 154. 
2) 
about costs cannot recognize all the variables which arrect 
the cost picture in every locality. According to Newsom, 
same or the ractors which make each area a unique problem 
are: 
"1. Presence er absence or other TV stations in the 
community. An education station in an area with 
little TV competition may rind and hold an 
audience with less time en the air aD.Cl a less 
ambitious program schedule than a new station in 
Boston, New York, Chicago and such metropolitan 
areas. 
2. Relevant experience with radio, commercial or 
closed circuit television, rilms, and other com-
munication aetia. 
). Adaptability or existing buildings or other 
physical or organizational facilities. 
q... Terrain. Transmitter and tower costs may be 
greatly affected by this ractor. 
5. Local availability of prcgraa resources--auaaer or 
educational agencies in the area with program. 
materials which can be made available. 
6. Operating personnel {technical and programmatic) 
available or adaptable fran existing agencies. 
7. Possibility or cooperation with other educational 
stations tor prograa sharing purposes." 
-
It must be made clear that the educator has the choice 
or two types or broadcasting systems: closed circuit and 
open circuit. The open circuit broadcasting is essentially 
the systan which has been discussed up to this point. The 
advantages or this system are twofold. "While you teach 
children you, at the same time, promote good will in the 
c•mmnnity."l/ However, this type or broadcasting does haTe 
• 
l 
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its limitations: (l) A single station can transmit only one 
program at a time; and {2) The program is subject to static y 
or ether interference. 
Least widely known, but most aumereus is the closed. 
circuit systEIIl. There are 140 such systems currently in 
operation llow. The progr8lll.s do not go out over the air at 
all. A studio is set up with standard camera (tquipment 
linked by coaxial cable to as many rooms and buildings over 
as large an area as one deems necessary. Progr~s are thus 
y 21 
tr8llsmitted by line only. Garm8Jl states that there are 
two methods tor closed circuit television available to the 
educational institution: 
• •••• The choice depends upon the school's facili-
ties, size and nature ot the program. to be undertaken, 
and et course the funds available. 
1. The simplest systaa uses vidicon equipment, 1 .. 
in cost, portable, can be operated and main-
tained by the faculty. flOOO - #5000. 
2. Image orthicon. (It the teacher is to be le-
cated in a ter.mal studio without presence •t a 
class). f~O,OOO - $60,000. Need more space 
and trained personnel. Wi ta such a system, 
however, the scope ot ed.ucation television is 
enormously ealarged. It the institution is 
planning eventually to telecast to the sur-
rounding area in addition to the closed circuit 
this system represents a good investment." 
The advantages ot the closed circuit system are many. 
ycharles A. S!epmann, op. cit., P• 4-7 • 
.Y'rbid..' p. 30 • 
. lfRaymend ~. Gar.man, "Closed Circuit Television," School 
Executive (July, 1956), 75:66-67. 
Those which Siepmann considers importaat are: 
"1. Less costly to install and maintain 
2. More eo onomi cal where limited a udi enc e s are 
aimed at 
25 
). Better adapted to experimental work providing 
a laboratory situation 
~. Static eliminated 
s. Multiple programs can be tranSJaitted simul-
taneously." y 
According to Hunter one or the tirst problems to race 
the administrator in the preparation and planning or edu-
cational programs tor television broadcast is the selection 
ot the programs {content an4 material} and or the starr who 
will participate in the presentation. Hunter lists several 
tacts which attect the selection and influence the decisions: 
"1. The station's program structure 
2. The time ot the broadcast 
3. The nature or the probable audi enoe 
~. The intent or purpose or the school 
5. The particular nature .r the individual in-
stitution 
6. The nature or the content tield or subject 
matter 
1. The availability or starr 
s. The teaching ability or the start 
!Jchar!es A. slepmann, op. cit., p. so. 
y.A..l'mand L. Hunter, "Selecting Proaram, Material and Parti-
cipants," A Television Policy tor Education, Carroll v. 
-~~"'m, :~Sdltor, American Council on iducatlon, Wash. ,1952, 
26 
9. The duration of the prograJD. 
10. The costs involved." y 
Siepo.ann mentions that the lack ot a centralized pro-
grm source has been a major han4icap to classroem tele-
vision. However, to alleviate the situation, the Education-
al Television and Radio Center at Ann Arbor, Michigan has 
selected (trom the output ot stations} programs ot ex-
ceptional merit,· and macie them available to subscribers on 
Kinescope (filmed recording or a telecast}.~ Therefore, 
more hours ot better breacicasting are made possible. 
The standards ot ~ciucational Television broadcasting 
are net as high as they sheul4 be. Competent technicians 
ll 
and engineers are hard to find. McKune says, in relation 
to this: 
"These technicians may be trained students, per-
manent enaineering personnel or members ot the teaching 
start. Whoever they are, by the very nature of TV 
communication, they are essential to whatever lessons 
the teacher will telecast. Teaching is not done by 
the teacher alone on television. His best teaching can 
be accomplished only when harmony and understanding in 
the teaching team prevails." 
This brings us up against the problem of the role ot 
the television teacher. "In and out of TV we have every-
thing to learn about effective teaching methods for large 
yop. cit., P• 37. 
y Charla s A. Si epmann, !,lli. .• p. 38. 
3/Lawrence -'· .llllc:K.une, "Teachers and Teaching," North central 
'Association Quarterly (April, 1958}, 31:361 •. 
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classes. We know that TV has an impertant part to play here. 
The problem is how the players can best speak their lines in y y 
their new distinctive role." McKune offers some sug-
gestions in this area: 
u1. Voice - The teacher should speak in llGrm.al 
converaational tones. 
2. Veoab - A simple vocab which enables the per-
former to express himself clearly and concise-
ly should be used. 
). Questions - All questions should be direct. Questions should not be prefaced with such 
statements as 'I would like to ask,• or 
'Would you tell me,' etc. Complex questions 
should not be asked. 
4. Errors - Correct errors naturally. If the 
performer has trouble with a dry throat, fuzzy 
tone or similar irregular! ty, he should 
correct it naturally by clearing his throat, 
taking a drink of water, or in any other 
natural way. Attack neither more or less 
importance to errors than they deserve. 
5. Habitual Speech Patterns - Some people have 
developed speech patterns such as a rising 
inflection at the end of each thought, over-
emphasizing the same words, the first or the 
last, in each thought, etc. These patterns 
tend toward monotony." 
"Most of the experience gained fro.m televisio• teaching 
points up the need for fresh presentation techniques and 
ll 
very carefully planned lessons." In relation to this, 
!JChiries A. Siepmann, op. eit., P• 144. 
3/Lawrence E. McKune, op. cit., p. 362. 
]}Robert L. Fleming, op. cit., p. 364. 
i 
McKune£! has prepared what may be teraed a manual for the 
televieieB teacher: 
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"1. The teacher should arrive before class in time 
to cheek 'on camera' the materials he wishes 
to use for the lesson. 
2. He should prepare a 'run down' or sequence of 
the elements to be used, indicating the 
pattern of movsaent, the close-ups of detailed 
work, charts, graphs, or other material. 
These are necessary arrangements tor a smooth 
technical operation. 
3. He should indicate approximate time required 
tor each segment of the lesson and ·arrange 
the cues necessary tor easy transition. 
4. The emphasis needed tor the lesson should be 
clearly interpreted with a technical crew 
enabling than to provide the proper em.phasi s 
tor direct camera work. 
5. The teacher should determine with the help ot 
the technicians the necessary time intervals 
tor effective camera use on visual materials. 
a. ~each the camera as a student at close 
range and with direct eye-contact, turn-
ing to demonstrate as needed. 
b. Explain as you demonstrate. The showin& 
and explaining are simultaneous. 
c. Demonstrate or show only important ele-
ments, in well ordered tashion,avoiding 
clutter or too much material at one time. 
d. Use only well motivated visual materials, 
movements, film clips, slides, or special 
effects. 
e. Pace your lesson tor the viewer. Use 
silent intervals tor emphasis and re lie t. 
Learn to 'teach as a viewer.'" 
.. 
One must realize that television should not be intended 
yop. cit.' ,. 363. 
t 
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to do the cemplete job, nor is it intended merely to enter-
tain; it should be regarded as an aid to classrogm instruc-
tion. It is the good teacher who will adapt it trom. day to y y 
day to the needs of the children. Wetter states the 
issue very clearly: 
• 
.\ 
"There seemed to be an assumption in sane eases 
that there would be no preparation and no tollaw-up ot 
TV instruction with classroom instruction. Throughout 
the years in whicb we have been experimenting in 
Philadelphia, we have definitely made both ot those 
procedures a part or our prog~am. Nothing gpes on 
television that is not followecl-up by the teacher and 
tied in with other text materials very closely; it 
isn't just a bit of entertainment." 
It is a known tact that the present classrooms are 
poorly designed for the use of television• 1. e., lighting, 
acoustics, ventilation, and turn! ture have all proved 
11 handicaps. Thus, 1 t is not hard to understand the plight 
of the classroem teacher. There has been continual experi-
mentation and research to alleviate same of the problems. 
Some schools have been using large screen projections which 
throw pictures up to nine by twelve teet and larger on wall 
w 
size screens, thus providing all with a close-up view. 
1/Beliont Farley, "Significance of Television tor the 
l'"ducator," A Television Policy tor Bducation,>Carrell v. 
Newsom, Editor, AJaerlcan Council on Uucatlon, Washington, 
1952, P• 84,. (panel discussion). . 
~Allen Wetter, op. dit., p. 97. (panel discussion). 
2/Charles A. Siepmann, op. cit., p. 75. 
!/Raymond L. Garman, op. cit., p; 69. 
A1lea DuMent:Y ot DuM:ent J..aboratories adds this eu-
oouraging note: 
"We are doing experiaental work on a tube 72 
inches in diameter. What we would like to do is take 
out one or your {teacher) blackboards and put in a 
picture that size. Then we think you would haTe some-
thing that you really should have in the classroom.. 
3C 
Now, that is not going to be ready tomorrow; but it you 
look ahead I am certain that a very excellent picture -
bright, clear, and so forth - ot about the same size as 
a normal blackboard will be aTailable." y 
In summation, SiepmanA has some poignant words to 
otter: 
"Even at its best the use ot teleTisioa in our 
schools thus tar represents little more than crude 
experimentation. our pioneer TV teachers have had to 
learn a new trade on the job. •I'hey have done their 
best. But it has inevitably been only a beginner's 
best. Cooperating classroom teachers have similarly 
had to adjust themselves to a quite untam.iliar aitua-
tion, as have the children too. Even the technical 
competence or transmission has on occasion been tar 
short or pertect. Thus, a general atmosphere ot in-
experience pervades all the work that has been done." 
Present and Potential uses 
ot Educational ~elevision 
"What will we do with educational television? We will 
use it tor the benefit ot every child and grown-up in 
. 21 
America." J..et us consider first or all a teacher's use or 
• l/ll!en B. bU'iltent, "Educational TelevisioJ:l.," A TeleTision 
Policl tor ~ducation, carroll v. Newsom, ~ditor, American 
Counc 1 on Rduoation, washington, 1952, p. 20. 
~Charles A. Siepmann, op. cit., p. 141. 
1./~'ranklin Dunham and .ttonald Loudermilk, Television in our 
Schools, Bulletin, 1952, BUmber 16, u. s. Department ot 
Health, Education and Welfare, washington, D. c., p. 38. 
I 
Jl 
television. The Christian Science Monitor ence stated that: 
"A good television program can help a good teacher teach y 
better." Not only does it offer its timeliness, its 
ability to bridge gaps and the sense of vicarious partici-
Y pation it gives us to watch a live experience, but it also 
provides an inexpensive and relatively efficient means ot 
viewing films pertaining to the subject matter you are 
teaching. 21 
Both Siepmann and Stoddard feel that educational tele-
vision will help relieve the teacher shorttc•· Although 
they agree in principle on this, they differ in their 
methods of solving this situation. Siepmann•s main concern 
is tor the growth of team teaching, a system in which a 
master teacher, a sub-teacher and a series of guidance per-
sonnel and programming experts all work to achieve the mest 
w 
efficient and effective method ot instruction. Stoddard, 
however, :f're>m the studies that he has made, is more inter-
ested in the actual increase in the students in each class-
room and in the construction of schools which will permit 
l)Miry Handy, "Television in Education," Christian Science 
Vonitor (March.ll, 1957), p. ~. 
~Giraud Chester and Garnet Garrison, op. cit., p. ~92. 
lfGeorce Ingham, "Use Radio and TV for Better Teaching," 
The Grade Teaoher.(September, 1956}, 7~:63. 
~/Charles A. Siepmenn, Television and our School Crisis, 
'ip. cit., p. 60. 
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this new set-up. 
Thoughts like these, however, lead many people to be-
lieve that television will replace the teacher. However, t 
American Federation of Teachers states that: "Education is a 
precess of interrelation ot human beings in many kinds ot 
associations. Every channel or contact between teacher and y 
pupil is a part ot this process." Therefore, in their 
book Radio and Television, Chester and Garrison remark that 
it is hard to imagine that radio, television, tilms, slid•s 
· or even textbooks could ever replace the teacher because the 
teacher: "leads and inspires and guides the yoUBgsters so 
they may learn to deal successfully on their own initiatiTe 
21 
with the problems that arise in lite situations." 
Lehr, tor.mer president ot the National Broadcasting 
!tl System comm8llta: 
"Television can never supply the vi tal gi Te and. 
take relationship:s between students and teacher, nor 
can it improve the discipline that is so neeessary a 
part ot school lite. But as a tool to supplement the 
individual teacher, television has a place in the 
school." 
Thus, in concluding this discussion, the American Federation 
2/American Federation ot Teachers, Television: Toel tor 
%duoation or Substitute, ~hicago ~. Illinois, p: 2. 
l/Chester Giraud and Garnet Garrison, op. cit., p. 491. 
4/Lenox Lehr, Television Broadcasting, McGraw-Hill Company, 
'few York 1940 p. 3-4. 
J) 
or Teachers warn 1ihat although television certainly has an 
important role in American education: " •••• it should be used 
wherever more important human values are not sacririced to y 
obtain its help." 
Let us turn now to more specific ways in which a teach-
er can use television to benerit her students. The National 
Educational Association says that: 
y 
"Television cannot be evaluated in terms or sub-jects •••• history, science, etc. 'l'o do so would be to 
misrepresent both the learning process and television 
as a means or communication.... l!~undamentally the 
rrame or rererence should be the broad elements or 
learning, regardless or subject being taught. Tele-
vision can bring to the classroom a variety or learnin& 
situations in every subject area." 
Fer example, it provides motivation and stiaulation • 
. It transmits new experiences to both teacher and pupil which 
open new doors ror them and interest them in rields in which 
' they would otherwise not have come in contact w1 th. Second-
ly, it provides concrete experi.ences in order to meld con-
structive attitudes such as good citizenship, teamwork, etc. 
Thirdly, it helps develop intellectual skills. It teaches 
the child to analyze the component parts ot a problan. It 
gives several view points on leading issues and attempts to 
teach the child to discern truth rrom distortion. As a 
daenatrating process it can proTide clos eups to 1 et 'the 
. ±Jlierican Federation or Teachers, op. cit., p. 19. 
· 2/Department of Audio-Visual Instruction, Television in 
Tnstructionf: an Appaaisal, National Educat1on81 Associ-
. ation, wash ngton, D. c., l958, p. 11. . 
viewer tellow a specific operation step by s'\iep. '.r.biqs 
which previously were toe expensive, too far away, or, in 
the case ot a medical operation too distant for proper view-
ing, can now be seen equally well by all viewers. 
Thus educational television pro vi des both information 
and experiences. It challenges pupils to assume mere re-
sponsibility tor their own learning and provides the impetus y y 
to push them forward. on their own. .And as Callahan adds: 
"The etteotive use ot teachers' time and abilities shoulcl 
make it possible tor a student to move ahead at a pace in 
keeping with his ability." 
.• 11 . 
In his book The Future ot TeleTision, Dunlap wri tea 
that teleYision will "break the routine ot the classroOJil 'by 
bringing in noted lecturers and tresh ideas. It can 'be 
w 
used wherever there is poor or inadequate teaching. 
21 Garry in his paaphlet on teleTision tor children re-
aarks that teleTisiea should help the teacher instruct the 
child beoause of the influence it has em the child. "The 
yeung child has a language et reeling, but a limited lugu 
of words, ot ideas, ot concepts, and ot understandings." 
Ybepartment ot JiUdio-Visual Instruction, op. cit., pp. 12-U 
YJennie Callahan, op. cit., p. 6. 
3/0rrin E. Dunlap, Jr., The Future ot Television, Harper 
lJrothers, New York, 1947, p. 143. 
~American Federation op. cit., p. 1. 
Journal ot 
:17-20. 
JS 
therefore, must learn trom his parents and trom his contacts 
with both children and adults. "Television, with its vivid, 
dramatic, emotion providing techniques, can be an important 
influence in shaping the child's attitudes and understand-
ings of social ideas and concepts.• Television can provide 
_, 
experiences comparable to the ones in his own lite so that 
he can identify himselt w1 th the characters and understand 
his actions. He can learn values through this sharing ot 
1 experiences. 
Many specific uses have been devised for this new 
medium, some of which have already been usei by commercial 
television, and some which are new to the field. 
ln areas of curriculum which the schoel otters the 
child, much could be done to enrich the present progr8Dl. 
In social studies, literature, and tine arts, etc. all y 
these would have new meaning and lite. For example, the 
St. Louis Committee on Elementary and Secondary Schoel PrG-
gramming reports that: Y 
•The field of English literature otters m.uch tor 
the development of television prograJU which can in-
vigorate the curriculum. •••• presentations or the great 
dramas by competent performers, interpretations or 
literary selections by highly skilled performers, book 
reviews and introductions to childrens' literature, 
stor,ytelling •••• and similar activities .can enrich an4 
supplement the basic learning program profitably •••• 
Dramatic demonstrations by technical experts or speech 
skills and skills in oral language and public speak-
ing, •••• demonstrations of effective instruction in 
!/Jennie Callahan, op. cit., p. 136. 
2/Ibid •• "D. lJ.-3. 
reading, spelling and writing •••• and library skills 
effer further oppertunities." 
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Other subjects such as science, the effective teaching 
ef which frequently becomes too costly for a schoel, could 
be handled by television. For example, special laboratory 
equipment could be utilized to present experiments which 
would be watched by numerous schools with the same financial 
preblam. Close-ups would reveal the step by step processes.!i 
All in all the more visual a subject is, the more effective 
2/ 
the television presentation ot it.-
Field trips to museums, planetariums, industrial plants, 
places ot historic interest, zoos, etc. could all be covered 
at less time and expense tor the schools via television. 
Demonstrations by musicians, painters, tar.mers, mechanics, 
etc. could also be profitably utilized. In tact, almost any 
previously inaccessible reseuroe can now be brought into the 
11 
classrooa. Only the salient points in all ot these would be 
brought out, bringing more efficiency and economy into the 
!I 
school program. 
Such things as language, Driver ~ducation, typing, and 
even music lessons could be broadcast by television. The 
!/Statement of the Television Committee, "In School Uses at 
Television," Educational Recor4 (July, 1957) , 38: 285-286. 
2/Department of Audio-Visual Instruction, op. cit., p. 15. 
1/Statement of the Television C•mmittee, op. cit., p. 286. 
4/Charles A. Siepmann, Television and our School Crisis, 
op. cit., p. 140. 
! 
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play school programs tor young children which have been so y 
popular could be more widespread. Television films called 
kinescopes could be rented for those programs which cannot 
be seen during school time. Both kinescepes and video tapes 
y 
are being made of many of the programs. 
One turther use of television in the children's curri-
culum is that of intra-school viewing and participation. 
Q,uiz shows could be given in which pupils from different 
schools and even different school systems could partici-
l/ pate. 
••• only in children's educat.ion does television have a 
place, but also it plays an important role in adult edu-
cation. Two kinds of pregrams are presented for their view-
ing pleasure. Their hobbies, such as photography, cooking, 
sports, etc. are discussed. Perhaps more important, however, 
is the second type--a series of cultural programs which 
allows them to further their education and even, if they so 
desire, receive credit for the courses they have takea. 
'l'hus high schools and colleges of the air will provide 
!±/ 
another use tor educational television. 
Also of interest to them would. be programs on health, 
YJ'erihle Ci118llan, op. cit., p. 121. 
~George lngham, op. cit., p. 63 • 
. l/Charles Siepmann, Television and our School Crisis, ~· 
cit., p. 14-0. 
4./Jennie Callahan, op. cit., p. 153. 
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civil defe~e and other such programs put on for their 
benefit and infor.mation in public affairs. International 
conferences, visits to research centers, first hand looks at 
moon and stars through giant telescopes, lectures by famous 
people; all these will be theirs at little cost and for all y 
of them they will have a front row seat. 
"Television gives the schools a new way to reach adults, 
both to build their understanding of the educator's problems y 
and to draw them into educational pursuits. n As parents 
they will benefit from the inter-school viewing system by 
which they may watch their own children participating in 
classes and realize the difficulties which face both child 
. 21 
and teacher. Lehmann states that: 
"Television reaches many parents. Through tele-
vision the school has a chance to demonstrate what 
actually takes place in the classroom and to accompany 
this demonstration with explanations designed to 
interpret school and classroom procedures and needs to 
the parelL'tS and the community. n 
( 
:· 'fhis step is essential towards the betterment of relations 
of school and community. 
Professional people will also profit from this rela-
tively new medium. Doctors can watch operations perfor.med. 
1/George H. Waltz, Jr., "Television on the Job," Popular 
~cienc•LFebruary, 1947), 150:66-72. 
2/Bducational Television and Radio Center, Educational 
¥elevision and the Schools, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1958, p. 4. 
lfKarl Lehmann, "Television, Link Between School and Commu-
nity," Educational Screen (April, 1956), p. 135. 
Lawyers can hear maD.y more cases argued • .=I Teachers can be 
taught new methods of teaching and especially new ways. to y 
-use television eftecti vely. 
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]'urther uses for television might be programs tor handi-
21 
capped students, sum.mer courses for those who tailed dn-r-i n.a 
-... 
the school year, or programs tor anyone with a limited back-
ground experience who could profit from the understandings 
!!/ 
, which pictures could convey to them. 
No matter what age level or for what teaching purpose: 
"Television's job is to raise the sights of its home 
2/ 
audience." Through many different kinds of programs it is 
to be hoped that regional misunderstandings, prejudices and 
6/ 
provincialism will be reduced.- This job can be done by 
direct teaching where material is sent out in advance and 
there are ciefinit e assignments, or by supplementary teaching 
1/ 
which will enrich and amplify any learning being given. 
By bringing variety to teaching and a broad choice of 
1JPriDklln DUriham and Ronald Loudermilk, op. cit., p. JJ • 
. yDepartment of Audio-Visual Instruction, op. cit., p. 18. 
lJEducational Television and the Schools, op. cit., p. 1. 
~Franklin Dunham and ~onald Loudermilk, op. cit., p. 4. 
· 5/Press Release, Columbia Broadcasting System, New York, 
1'anuary 21, l9lt7. 
6/William Levenson, Teaching Througn Radio, Rinehart and 
~ompany, New York, 1956, p. 226. 
1/Giraud Chester and Garnet Garrison, op. cit., p. 492. 
\ 
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subjects, it is boUDd to interest many and to iaprove aad 
1/ 
increase their knowledge.- As Centuciua once said: "One 
picture is worth a thousand words." It is to be hoped tha" 
educational television will prove useful in this way and that 
it can be utilized to achieve an optimum. of performance. 
To conclude our discussion on the uses of educational 
television, Dunham states that: 
y 
"When we think of the potential values that lie ia 
the application of television to teaching, we become 
aware of a mighty aii to ed.ucation waiting to be 
harnessed for use. ln teaching skills, in providinc 
illustrations for science and the social studies or 
language arts, and, in fact, in art generally, tele-
vision adds sight and sound. Wherever demonstrations 
are required, the picture with sound can be of in-
estimable service to the leaming process." 
Advantages and Disad.vantages 
Advantages ef educational televisioa.--At the present 
time educators believe television cannot entirely replace 
the classroom teacher. :t:iowever, educational television is 
beginning to enter the schools and is beginning to be aJl 
effective method of teaching many subjects. ~ducational 
tel evi si on may bring about a great change in teaching 
methods and it might provide a pe.rti al sol uti on to the acute 
nation-wide teacher shortage. 
ycharies Siepmann, Television and Our School crisis, !E.• 
cit., p. 8G.i 
-~Franklin Dunham and Ronald Loudermilk, op. cit., p. iii. 
"Crisis in Education," an article in Lite Magazine y 
states: 
"Since World War II, children have been enterina 
school more rapidly than new teachers can be hired or 
new schools can be built. •rhe enrollment or ele-
mentary schools is expected to increase 8,000,000 and 
secondary school enrollment will probably be increased 
~,ooo,ooo by 1965. To take care or this increase we 
will need 460,000 more teachers on the job in 1965 thaa 
we have today. In addition, about 1,440,000 more 
teachers will also be needed to replace those who leave 
the profession." 
Also, on the problem or teacher replacement, Sarnoff y 
says: "Electronics does not supplant the teacher, but is 
a new aid to modern education." 
Educational television will be a definite advantage to 
the classroom teacher and enhance her position stated 
Brish: 'JJ 
"Contrary to what people believe, we are usinc 
television to supplement personal instruction, not to 
supplement the classroom teacher, nor to make teachers 
less necessary. In fact television should even enhance 
the importance to teachers by exploiting the special 
talents of each to the fullest and making them avail-
able to many students and not to just a few." 
w Callahan stated that: " •••• is an interesting stimu-
lating supplement to curriculum, and it displays current 
teaching techniques." 
1/"Crisis in Education," Life Magazine (Karch 31, 1958), 
1;4:13. 
2/David S~noff, "David Sarnoff Says," Scholastic Teacher 
~ctober b, 1954}, 65:13-T. -
)/Committee on Television, Report of a conference 
Towa City! T3aching by Closed Circuit Television, 
council, 95 • . 
~Jennie Callahan, op. cit., P• 120. 
held in 
.American 
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The problem of financing educational television is not 
so overwhelming as one might think. Dr. William KeDl:leth 
!I Cumming gives one reason: 
lem. 
" •••• Television is not only a relatively in-
expensive medium of' education, it is in tact its least 
expensive f'om, when full account is taken of' tele-
vision's effectiveness and extensive coverage. Oae 
television station, remember, can serve millions ot -
people day and night, in schools and homes, with the 
finest educational and cultural programs that are 
available." 
Tyler also believed this concerning the financial prob-
'Y 
•Someone has pointed out that the average tele-
vision owner spends f50.00 a year tor electric current, 
repairs, and maintenance on his set. J.f' he would con-
tribute another dollar a year, there would be ample 
funds to maintain an educational television ••ation." 
lf' educational television were to reduce the number of' 
teachers necessary, salaries could be raised so that the 
ablest people would be attracted to the teaching profession, 
or the money saved could be used to maintain the educational 
television station. 
One of' the classrocm teacher's biggest problems is the 
lack of' enough time. Educational television will give the 
teacher .more time, especially more time to teach. Dunham 
said that to the teacher educational television is an: 21 
VW1111am kenneth Cumming, This is Educational Televisiea, 
Idwards Brothers, J.nc., Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1954, P• 93. 
2/Ibid., P• 93 • 
3/Franklin Dunhaa, Television in Our Schools, Office of' 
%aucation, washington, D. c., 1956, p. 21. 
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" •••• improved, self-projecting sound tila that is 
ready at the flick or a switch and does not require 
rewinding and repacking the tilm tor the return ship-
ment before a certain date. It is also a radio with 
built-in illustrative materials." 
There are advantages round when considering the various 
subjects taught by educational television. Callahan be-
Y lieves that in music: "It is possible to bring viewer 
participation into this program." 
One advantage is that music is brought to the classroom 
regularly by a trained teacher who brings a piano, record 
player, and other instruments with her by television. It 
would take several teachers, fifteen or more, to do this 
y 
work. 
Another advantage is round in teaching art by tele-
vision. It can be brought regularly and with better illus-
trative materials to more students by a trained teacher. 
A noticeable improvement has been made in all grades being 
ll 
taught art by television. 
w Callahan stated that: "In art neatness in caring for 
materials and one another's need to create in his own way 
are easy to demonstrate on television and are important by-
products tor younger artists." 
yJ'ennie Oaiielian, op. cit., p. 145. 
£)T.V. Guide, 1:4, p. 2. 
:J_/T.V. Guide, 1:8, p. 2. 
4/Jenni e Callahan, 0]2· cit., p. 140. 
I 
. ···'----- . ,. ----··-~-·--· ----.-.- .. 
AA to language arts, Callahan said that television can y 
be used to show: "dramatic demonstrations by experts ot 
speech skills." 
According to Callahan, social studies is an unlimited 
opportunity for television, especially to study the news, 
2/ 
political campaigns, geography, maps, and history.-
Teaching arithmetic by television has been proven an 
advantage according to the following study. In fifth grade 
arithmetic, the Iowa basic skills test was given after the 
first six weeks or regular classroom teaching, and before 
teaching by TV was started on this subject, it was found 
that the median achievement was below normal at the end ot 
the year, and after five and a half months of teaching by 
TV, the median of this same group was a number of months 
ahead. ln other words, the group achieved a standing from 
3/ 
below normal to that above grade level.-
Eduoational television has aroused the interest of 
children in science as it created more interest for outside y 
reading and library science books became in great demand. 
"Pupils become more aware of the animals, etc. 
about them. 'i'hey are more critical and more definite. 
They wonder how they grow and ask, 'Why do they always 
stay kittens and puppies in our books?' ~he air age 
1)Jenrile Callahan, op. cit., P• 142 • 
.Y~·, P· 149. 
lfT.V. Guide, 1:8, p. 2 • 
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is popular. Not too many teachers are schooled on jets, 
but expert infor.mation can be round on television.•1f 
One of the greatest advantages of educational tele-
vision is that it arouses the pupil's interest. According y 
to Haverstick: "If television has been of no other benefit 
to the student, it has increased his interest to speak 
clearly and fluently." 
It is also found that television tends to draw mere 
members or the class into the discussion. 11 
Cumming believes that several instructors participating 
in a lesson seem more interesting to the pupil than ene in-
structor, especially the same one every day. Y 
According to the following study, many advantages 
were found. A television survey was taken to discover what 
teachers list as benefits of television. It was conducted 
throughout the United States. The results are listed below: 
•1. Classroem activities are stimulated. 
2. Field trips are requested. 
3. Children seek supplementary reading. 
4,. Vocabularies are enlarged. 
5. Children are more aware or the importance or 
good die tion. 
YJenn1e Callihan, op. cit., p. 146. 
2/John Haverstick, "Tools tor Teaching: The 3-D Classroom,• 
~aturday Review (February 15, 1955), p. 32. 
1/Franklin Dunham, op. cit., p. 21. 
~William Cumming, op. cit., p. 115. 
i 
6. Oh114re re'Min with auzin& aoouraoy ta. 
aJdlla and prooeaaea tney have aeen • .. y 
In a atu4)' oOD.d.uoted with oolleae students. the aame 
b1clos7 oourae waa taucht to the oolleae olaaa ana. to ou.\-
aide atuuente on teleY1a1on. The atudenta learoi,nc trc:a the 
television dicl ten per oent bette, per.bapa beoauae they 
, appryiatecl the oha.noe to learn aore. or were hu-der work-
era. 
'l'elev1a1on 1a oa~&ble ot 4o1n& aevval things tb.a' no 
otber aeana ot edueatto.o. o&A. '!elev1a1 on ia tile one tAe<lian. 
whioll properlJ uae4 ean meet the nM4a ot eduoat1on en uaae }) 
aooor41As to coole7. 
S1epma.n haa aent10D.e4 anotJler a4vantqe, naaelJ that 
an open e1rou1t telev1a1on olaaa.rooa oan be oarr1e4 to the 
!tJ 
.bome-boWl4. 
Cooley believe• that teleY1a1on plaJ& an iaportant part 
in hie to rJ in th • making. 
"l.'e tMl that e4ueat1on 1a so baaioally tw:ulement 
to a demoorao:; tba t a.o opponUDi \J allould be a1aae4 ra. 
1aprov1ns t.be aenioe \111h1 ab e4uoat1on zteudera to the 
publio. We reoQpize 1n television a J:UM tao1l1t,7 
wbioh we believe will aubatant1all7 improYe e4uoat101.\&l. 
aenioea in a way that baa not prO'fe4 possible \.b..roqh 
~.be printed. pase, mot1oa picture, or radio. I' ••-
geiarlea A.. §lepwt.a, 1! an4 OM£ SO.bool Crley, P• 90. 
2/"T•oJlina W1tA TV •" J..1,[e !!ytl1af (.J'ebwary 25, 1957), 
I'2 :8 1 .PP• 12)-124. 
!!/Charlea A. S1epman, TV and Our Sobool Cr1a1a, 1>- 155. 
• binea the r.advantacea ot these otiu&r media ot oomaw.n1-
oat1on, otters an opportunit7 never betore available 
to reach a widely acatterea audience in an etteotive 
way, atid brin~s contew.pory history to an alrea4J 
sathere4 audience in a publlo school, college, uni-
versity, and in tbe home. 
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It is our content1on tbat one ot the maJor contri-
butions that television oan ma4e to education ia cover-
ace ot history in the .=.uineu conte.raporaneoua events, 
both on a local and na tioilal level.".!/ 
v:igren b.u lis tea a tew kinds or learning a1tuationa 
that can be fOstered by educational television as those 
w.b.iah brin& to the man)', e:x~J.·ienoea ancl .tc.uawledge wh1oh 
only a tew could otherwise .have, and t.b.oae which bring to 
the olaaaroom (or to one's living room.) demonstrations ot 
obJects or devices which are either too little, too big, 
too e:xpena1ve, too rare, too dangerous, or too cumbersome y 
to be ta.r:en into the olaaarooa. 
Cumming stated that a television instruotor knows h1a 
subJect thoroughly and tal.Jc:s about what .he knows in an eaay 
1/ 
and interesting way. 
w He also stated: 
"Television's versatility means that the knowledge 
and techniques or master teaohers, or expert autb0r1-
t1ea. and ot brilliant talents or all types can be 
tapJ)ed e.t one originating po1ut and spread to multi;ll• 
and separate outlets simultaneously." 
lJfiazei cooley, op. oit., P• )2. 
y''AilUa111 Cumming, op. 91 '• , .P • 92 • 
l/ibid., P• 115. 
!t,/lb14., P• 90. 
According to Siepm~:8 
"Films are also time and space bound. On tale-
vision the teacher can allude, by way or illustration, 
to this morning's paper, can introduce a distinguished 
visitor in town, can carry students visually to the 
local museum or to some public ceremony. 
The teaching on fi~ is likewise inflexible. By 
contrast, the television teacher can respond overnight 
to suggestions coming from the classrooms; comment and 
criticism can be reckoned with. 
And have we forgotten that films can be shown on 
televisien?" 
The fact that the television instructor can look every 
pupil in the eye is very good because this is universally y 
recognized as a teaching advantage. 
One of the greater advantages concerns itself with the 
human senses. 
" •••• it has long been felt that television would 
be the most efficient educational median devised by 
man. Nearly 98 per cent ot all individual learning is 
absorbed through the senses or sight and hearing, and 
television brings the message to these senses simul-
taneously. "1/ 
Lachrie, teacher of speech in the Memphis Public 
Schools, believes that television, in addition to being a 
valuable instrument in the teaching program., also teaches 
the child to give his complete attention to the subject 
under discussion. 
!/Charles Siepman, TV and Our School Crisis, p. 155. 
2/Franklin Dunham, op. cit., p. 21. 
3/Erwin Adams, "Phileo Program at Education by Television," 
~ohool and society (April 2, 1949), 69:248. 
I j 
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• 
"Ono udvante.se or classroom reception is the 
training it gives the pupil in eitting quietly to 
49 
watch anu listen. The loud speaKer sl1ould be just 
loud e.r1ougn to to heard. easily b:.- all--not set at a 
blasting volume. Here is an opportunity to train the 
class in listening tor melodious quality and quiet 
tho~4tful reception. This is laportant bec~usa ot the 
hours they will spend in watching television programs 
at nome.*'!/ 
Siepman believes that education television is valuable y 
in that: 
"1. l t ia o amauui cat ion or :taota, skills and 
techniques. 
2. It welcomes relief to students trom the 
habitual tenoher. 
). Tne pe.rent oan see too w.ht.:.t llis ohlld ia 
learning. 
4. The children learn by doing." 
Disadvantages ot educational telev1s1~.--There are 
certainly disadvantages to educational television as well 
e. a the advantages. ..::,.1 though not so many in number • they 
are definite disadvantages and oannot be overlooked. In 
taot, some people teel so strongly that one educator thinks 
television m.s.y prove as much da.llger to our society and 
iJ 
culture as the atomic bomb may to clv111zation. 
'l'lle ooat ot such a p.rogrw:n tends to be a great d1s-
II 
I 
II 
I 
adYeA•·,.,.e. Few school systems have been able or willing I, 
vae. II 
Vlle1en _LOobr!e, uare.lev1s1on Can~ Aid Your Learning Progrwn," 
~ ~nat~O~l (Jan~ry, 1954), o):)9. 
~:~~::: :::::: ~el:.:: ::0:u::::· 1:· ~:s~n1te4 I,, 
>:1tates, p. 12. I· 
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thus far to foot the 'bill for installation for receiving y 
sets. 
Most larger television stations cost around $.350 ,ooo 
to set up and the schools do not have this kind of money. 
However, the l!'ord Foundation has helped in this financial y 
problem.. 
In the problem ot time and speed ot the students, by 
observation ot the students in a classroom a teacher cu 
regulate the pace to their ability to grasp the problem, 
1.1 but the television teacher cannot do.this. 
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!±/ It has also been said: "~elevision also is fugitive, 
here and gone, but this is true ot other types ot education 
too." 
TWo ot the greatest disa4vantages of educational tele-
vision are the problems ot adjusting the teacher and the 
class to the television time schedule and correlating the 
television program with the class work. 2/ 
ln comparing educational television with films, films 
have two supreme advantages. 
J]char!es siepman, Television and Education in the United 
~tates, P• 80. 
2/Harland Manchester, "Educational Television," Reader's 
'Digest {:U:ay, 1957), 70:157. · 
l/Charles Siepman, Television and Our School Crisis, p. 150. 
!±/William Cumming, op. cit., p. 116. 
5/Charles Siepman, Television and Education in the United 
'S'tates, p. 85. 
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"First, they are not subject to television's 
tyranny of ttme, being available at call. They are 
available tor use when the teacher wants them, without 
adjustment of the curriculum. 
Secondly, from the point ot view ot effective 
teaching, films have an enormous advantage in that 
teachers can preview them at their leisure. They have 
the further advantage of being projected on a screen 
that is much easier on 'the eye than all but the largest 
projection o.r television transmissions."!/ 
According to Callahan, there is great difficulty in 
planning tor individual differences in educational tele-
2/ 
vision.-
The last, and one of the most important, disadvantages 
ot educational tele~ision is why television will never re-
place th classroom teacher. It is the lack of that !a-
tangible value that two individuals have between each other 
when discussing a topic. It is what helps bring the subject 
alive :tor the student. One method of explaining this dis-
3/ 
advantage is saying it is lack of personal contact.-
- !±/ Siepman stated the below concerning this problem: 
"Attainment, apparently achieved by television 
students, is not the whole goal of education. There 
are intangible values which television does not otter." 
l/Charies siepman, Television and Education in the United 
!'tates, p. 83. 
~Jennie Callahan, op. cit., p. 136. 
3/Charles Siepman, Television and ~ducation in the United 
'S'"tates, p. 85. 
y~ .• p. 85. 
Boston University 
So~ool ol Ed~c~tion 
LlLrarv 
sa 
Reaot1ou 
The preaent reaot1ona of tt.e p\lpil, puent, an4 teaohU' 
toward eduoational television will atteot turtber 4eYelop-
ment. Beoauae eduoat1oaal tele~1s1on 1a relat1~•11 n .. 
there are not ret too II&DJ 4e1'1n1te raaotiou, but the o.11ea 
that V&ve are tend to be in taYOJI' or it. Oonoerniua th1a y 
probl•, Siepaan has t.ll1a to aa7: 
•It mere op1n1on aeeu to precloainate 1 t 1e 110\ 
llghtlJ to be cl1ara1aaetl. ror, aa Milton olaaecl, 
•op1n10A ln sooct ·- 1a but kUwl.eclge in \be mak1Da. t 
Moreo~er should opinion tl7 1n •he taoe ot obJeotlve 
•~iclenoe, 1 t wlll.:.in praotioe u.n4e.nain• the value ot 
the ev14enoe--by oreat1na an unaU%mouatable oba-.ole 
~ ita uae. Telev1a1on may have 1neat1aable a4-
vantqea, but it aob.ool a4m1AJ.au.•ora, teaobera, 
puplla or the publ1o 41apute the taot, it will not be 
uaed. Opinion oowa.u. • 
Stwlent interest in educational telev1a1on and their 
tboua.nta ooo.oerning tho matter are 4eaor1be4 in ai,paaa•a 
if 
c11aouaa1on ot a ••47 aa4e ill Pittabursh.z 
"In P1ttaburgb, wll•re elaborate , .. ,. aD4 
queat10DNL1rea wen ueed. to ~be alaoat eYery aapeo\ 
ot their 14emonatrat1oa.,' we u~e tn'14enoe oor~oborate4 
b)' tapreaa1ona an4 op1n1ona ot a leae ao1en~t1o eort 
elanure. Al.lowi.ac tor t.be tao.t \bat )'OU oa.n nevu 
be ave that obilclren aa)' what the7 really aean, \be 
tollow1Ag insights aerive tr• qu•atlona put 41.reo'lJ 
to the atude.nta. 
The leaaoaa ·on telev1a1011 ••• well liked. bua 
amoQS titt;A cra4e student• • t\Ule4 in to a oourae on 
read. in& an4 all.ke4 how th•)' 11Jte4 1 t, ao.re auwered. . 
•ver)' well' or 'prett7 •11' \han atudenta 1n . ooavol 
poupa taucnt b7 ooaven t.lonal aetboda. ·~~~~~· 'o 
a -televiaed oo~•• ln ar1tlan1o were 80 ~~ :ee.Dt-
!701lii'lia A. Siepaan, 'fi and 0\£ SoiM!ol Qr19•, p. 76 .. 
!/lb14. t P• 8) • 
I 
I 
I 
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favorable. Three quarters ot the studea.ts participatiJJg 
in all the televised. ceurses expressed a desire to re-
peat the experience next year. 
Ot students in a course on reading, 86 per cent 
thought the pace lalways a difficult matter in broad-
casting to an unseen audience) was about right. ADd 
again this was a higher figure than elicited from st•-
dents in the control grcups. In none ot the courses 
did the figure fall below 67 per cent. The rest or 
the students answered either 'too slow' or •too fast.' 
Reap onses to the question 'Were you able to get as 
much help as you think you needed (in the particular 
subject taught) this year?' were 90 per cent affirma-
tive in arithmetic, 88 per cent in reading, 62 per cent 
in .i.!'renoh. .ADi it this last figure disappoints the 
reader, he must reckon with the tact that the corre-
sponding figure in the control group, taught under 
conventional conditions, was 60 per cent." 
Students missed not being able to participate in class 
discussion, but in the science program they appreciated the 
chance to see experiments and materials not available to 
them in their separate classrooms. They liked to study 
under a teacher well versed in her subject and were more 
inclined to listen and concentrate more closely. On the 
, other hand some students felt that they would have learned 
more in a regular classroom. 
y 
The parents• reaction is far less definite. They are 
still feeling tor a definite opinion concerning educational 
television. 
"Of the delight of many parents in going back to 
school alongside their ow.n children we have already had 
semething to say, as of the value or open circuit 
broadcasting in winning the interest and support of the 
lJCharies Siepman., TV and Our School Crisis, P• 92. 
i 
i 
I 
I 
COllllluni ty tor the schoo.ls. But there were reasonable 
grounds tor doubting whether they would welcome, or 
even tolerate, the subjection ot their children to 
53 
what some still contemptuously describe as robot teach-
ing. "l/ 
While parents are not completely sold on educational 
television they believe the school should continue the use 
ot it aatil more can be round out about it. It is a great 
advantage to the schools not to nave the parents against the y 
program. 
There is a tendency tor parents' attitudes to vary with 
thelr socio-economic status. The upper socio-economic 
groups tend to favor it less than do the lower socio-ecnnnmA 
groups. In general, however, parents who do have television 
21 in their home are in t avor ot it. 
The teachers find it is a change in th.eir schedule; 
however, it offers an expert teacher on a subject she may 
not be too familiar with. 
Teachers saw both advantages and disadvantages in tele-
vision teaching. Most frequently commented on was the 
freedom and flexibility ot the medium in its presentation ot 
the subject matter. Adverse comm.en t centered on the pro blED 
ot the various needs ot children, ot varying ability, and on 
the unsatisfactory physical conditions under which the 
!/Charles Slepman, TV an4 Our School Crisis, P• 85. 
_gjibid.' p. 85. 
3/Charles Siepman, Television and JW,uoation_.in the United 
States, p. 106. 
1 \eleviaion atudenta atu41ed, auoh aa o~ed rooma 8A4 1a-
l/ 
ability to belli' an4 •••• 
In a atu47 made at. t.he tTn1veJ'a1ty ot Uino1nnat1 theN 
waa thia to be aa14: 
"'rAia queation waa apeo1all7 stu.41e4 at the 
Un1ven1"J ot 01no1JU2a'lll 694 tt4uoa\ora were 1ate.r-
v1ewed; 17 questions we•• put. to tA•• 'l'o inaure the' 
all eaou14 have acme baalo tam111ar1t1 with e4uoat1onal 
television, tour aample teleoaat.a ot vuied tw•• we»e 
••• b7 thea. illnetJ•two ;per oent ot the reepon4en•• 
felt that there 1e a place in eduoational proguaea 
tor telev181 oa 4ea.tp.e4 tor aoaool ue. FlttJ-eip' 
,., oent favoured •r.at~oted aponaoranip• or auoh 
PI'OSZ"Irdlea, while 2S pe&- oeat wen 4et1n1tel,y oppoae4 
to aponaorlhip ot afll tin4. Eicb tJ•tour per oeAt 
favored apc;c1al prosr._a, relation to asobool aot1• 
Y1 t1ea, 41reote4 to pe.r•t• and tax paJera. SevenQ'-
tou.r per oent tavoure4 adJustment ot olaaa aolle4\llea to 
take a4vantaa• ot teleT1al on e4uoatlonal progruunea. 
Oal7 21 per cent tavou.re4 UJ Jt1n4 ot 4a11J' '4e\a1le4 
1.uVu.otion type• telev1a1oc progrWUle, and only 42 per 
oent favoured au.oh pro8J'amrnea wMltly. On the other 
.ban4, 84 per cent tavouJ'e4 a weul.J progruae prov141Da 
• auppleuntarJ' illS truot1oa.JI 
Several ot the a4vanh&•• an4 41aa4vaaks•• ot e4u-
. oational television are 1a41z-eot reactions alao. After this 
Aft aeau ot education hu been set up and working tor a 
while loaaor pupil a, parenta, and teaohera will Jmow better 
wbat the7 ue looJt1ng tor u4 will H able to r•ot aooor4-
in&l7• 
ld.uoation.al !'elev1a10A Looks Ahea4 
Saraoft remarked at O.De t1m.e \hat Bd.uoat1o1ual televiaioz 
IJCEarl• 1. Slepaan, 'lY and Our SohOQl Cr1a1! 1 P• 91. 
2/C.b.arlea A. Siepmi!Ul, 'i!lev1a1on an4 i4sttt&on 1a t~e Uaj.$!! 
'B"y!ea, P• 106.. 
! 
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was aa art: "so important in ita implications that it (was) 
bound to af'rect all society, land that it was} a creative 
rorce which we must learn to utilize for the beneri t of' all 
1/ 
mankind." 
Paley or the Columbia Broadcasting System enlarged upon 
2/ 
this thought by writing:-
"In the atomic age, vast areas of' ignorance and 
misunderstanding cannot be penetrated by the tradition-
al slower methods of' mass enlightenment. As an edu-
cational force with a clarity matched only by the speed 
of' its dissemination, television has the opportunity to 
render its greatest service." 
However, in 1945 ~ddy, a pioneer in television en-
2/ gineering,commented: 
"If' television is to take its proper place in the 
scheme or our postwar world, it will need to prove 
t.ba t it can satisfy a definite need in education. This 
can be done by providing a nn and erf'ective mode of' 
learning through visual channels." 
This is not to be the kind or education, however, where 
facta are all important. ~ather television shall be used to 
illustrate essential concepts and basic truths. It should 
provide a new and interesting means to attract the attention 
and interest or all. "Television will not put up long with 
a sameness or fare, with an unimaginative approach to edu-
l/Leonard Pewer, "Television, Challenge to Education," 
Virgi~ia Journal of' Education (Karch, 1944), p. 257. 
2/Wi11iam s. Paley, "Furthering Education," New York 'rimes 
Tlune 13, 1948), 10:3. 
1/W. c. Eddy, Television, The ~yes of' Tomorrow, Prentice-
Hall, Inc., New York, 1945, p. 284. . 
' ·- '. ·~· " ··- ·-· . ---
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cation that talla to b.r1ng tbe aaterifll close to the l1Yea 
!;' 
ot tho viewer." It will have to strive to -Jiacover more 
. y 
ana more etteotive metnoas and techniques ot teaching. 
Though it will teach tew subjects, it must teach these ade-
quately an4 instill tboae diaoiplinea or mind tnat enable ua 
to handle ell .Knowledge that we oome b7. }j 
Each tecober will be ohoaeu ter her love as well aa 
ability in the subJect area. It ia hoped. that a "happJ 
marriage" will be acbieved between showmanship and edu- I 
~ I 
cation. Thus English will be taught only by those who love I 
1t and consequently those who are most able to let us share 
their enjoyr~ent. History will no longer be an outdated sub-
Ject but will be taut;r• t in relation to 1 ts relevance to ua. I 
Mathematioa, aoienoe, art, religion--all these will be taugh~ 
so that they have meaning tor us and so that 
21 
I 
through atud.y i 
ot tne:a we may enlarge our own horizons. 
Garry states that: !V 
"To JUJte the most of ita possib111ties, television 
should deliberately seek to atimultlte learning aa well 
aa to entertain. For children, virtually all •~peri-
!;J' enhle eeililuUl, op, cit., PP• 5-6. 
ycnarles J1epma.o.n, TV and Our School Cria1a, p. 144 • 
.l/~·• P• 165. 
!t/Giraud Cheater, op, oi t. • P• 50S. ·._ 
2/Charlea 31epmaan, op, ott., P• l6t. 
.2/Ralpb Garry, op. o1 t., P.P• 24-26. 
i 
I 
:, 
I 
I 
I 
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ences, no matter how intentioned or casual, have some 
significance tor developing ideas and understandings." 
Educational television will have to provide experiences in 
which new ideas are presented in relation to familiar ones. 
Consequently such things as social standards, solutions to 
many of the child's problems can be better understood if 
they relate to his own environment. Programs should be 
chosen for their ability to fulfill the child's needs as 
well as induce him to experiment, to read further, to be 
more resourceful, etc. 
Partridge, president of Montclair State Teachers 
Cellege,has remarked that educational television is only in 
11 its infancy. 
"In order tor it to mature it will need the help 
of many different educators, working to examine and 
evaluate the possibilities of this new medium •••• 
~tis entirely possible, (he feels), that in order to 
use television as an educational tool, it will be 
necessary tor teachers to utilize new methods of 
approach to children. J. t may be necessary to re-
examine school construction and classroom layout. It 
may require a basic examination of the entire relation-
ship between teacher and pupil." 
Newburn, president of the Educational Television and y 
Radio Center in Ann Arbor states: 
"Many questions remain to be resolved before the 
place of television in education can be adequately 
assessed. These issues must be attacked in a systemat~ 
l/Jennie Callahan, op. cit., p. 1. 
2/H.K. Newburn, "Television and the Future of Education," 
%ducational Forum lMay, 1958}, 22:392. 
i 
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&nQ e~periJaental &allner by oon:tpetun.t reaearohera with 
varied bao~r~and interests, both individually and 
cooperatively." 
In anawer to this, several educators have propoaed 
plana tor dealin.; wi t:l1 tbe ei tuation. 31e~ann believes 
I 
I 
I 
I 
that 'television tebc.bin& will be 1.;::;.provea if tne teaohe.ra I 
are not only oru•td'ully otu:aum bu. t also are given 11.ll taoili-1 
tiea and help whl.oll t.tley might llt:Jed. Television teachers I 
I 
must be special peo.,Ple, .Pre-e.rainent as scholars, outatanding 
.I 
II ,, 
aa teaobera, who are given ample time tor preparation ot 
their _pros,ratll and are provided with all tllo tacili ties 
neoesaa.r.v tor demonstration. .Ln tl.!is instance you would 
have an excellent maater teacher teaobing larser classes ot ' 
students. The follow-up period would, ot course, be done 
b.Y a lesa pre-eminent but equally capable teacher. The in-
crease or students in the classroom should somewhat relieve 
the shortage. !I 
C.tlaunoey turther edds that pupils should be separated 
into aepara.te homot£enews groups. Each or their teachers 
would be skilled in guidance work and would serve more aa a 
ooU.D.selor or uu advisor. One other person would be employed 
to halp 1With the clerical worit involved in teaching. The,... ,I y : 
tore, the teacher's instruction: I 
" •••• ooulu become as highly 1nd1vldualized aa hia 
personal oapablllties o~n m&te it. He would be I 
yehariea 3lepmann, TV and our School Cr1a1s, p. 57. 
~~n.nl~ -~_!~~_han._, op. oi t., ~· 71. 
!1 
I 
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challenged to approach his work in the true sense or 
teaching: to lead, to guide if necessary, or simply to 
instill an awareness, but always to encourage." 
~his would, of course, mean the development of new 
skills on the part of the teacher. Rather than replacing 
her, the teacher will now specialize in motivational tech-
niques or guidance methods which will make her all the more 
indispensable to the child. ll 
As for the schools, Stoddard states that there will be 
a radical change made here which also should help relieve 
the teacher shortage. He outlines a plan tor a school which 
would provide room for 150 students working in a resource 
and television room, an auditorium for 75 or over and a play-
ground to hold an equal number. '.i'hese groups would rotate 
during the day in 45 minute periods. It would entail no 
more than a teacher and a teacher's aide to supervise them. 
Naturally these conditions would only prevail when the new 
large screens, better acoustics and lighting have been ll . 
achieved. The Boston Globe suggests the use of long and 
narrow rooms instead of the usual size classroom. 
y 
y 
Institutions will pool their resources, their materials, 
1J3eriDle Callihan, op. cit., p. 71. 
!}Alexander J. Stoddard, Schools for ~aaoDrow; An Educator's 
Blueprint, :.tlund for the Advancement of Educat~on, New York, 
1957' pp. 44-45. 
1/William Levenson, op. cit., P• 533. 
~Boston Globe, February 26, 1958. 
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ao that all I'!J.8.y benefit from t!Ht1r be»t. ln summing up thia y 
pro~o.m, S1epmaon wri tea: 
. "ln sonoola and ooll~es alike, large cl.asaea will 
be taught by superior an4 at timea by master ~eao.nera. 
By ~he diaorete onoioe of the teaober, t.he med.ium ot 
ooouaun1oat1on and the visual resource• uaec1, lecture• 
ot greater o larit7, more evooat1 ve ot interest, more 
eoonomioall7 organize4, will become tl1e prerogative ot 
.more students than ever betore." 
1'111• will result in a situation, how&Ter, which calla 
tor mor• aelt-depen4ent learning.. Yore responsibility will 
be plaoe4 on the student tor listening. questiocing and ob-
serving. 
Seeing so many new things should inspire a new &est 
tor learning. Also the more etteotive use or the tMoher•a 
time and abilities should make it possible for the student y 
to move ahead at a pace in keeping with his ability. 
More and more prosra.ma are planned in future years and 
it is to be hoped that they will be patterned attel' the 
needs ot the oOWDUnity. "Instructional television progr&ma 
auat be _planned trom wlkJre the learner eita, rather than 
}j 
tram the teacher's desk behind the television camera." 
New channels will be purchased and a more wide a_prea4 
w 
accepte.noe of' this new medium 1a boWld. to take plaoe. 
lJOhariea §lepmann, TV and OY£ Schoo~ Crisis, PP• 180-181. 
~Jennie Callahan, op. o1 t. , .P• 10. 
l/"Televia1 on in Instruction: an ,..f;;.ppraiaal," op. oi t., p.l6 • 
.!/Franklin DUD.tlam, "What' • Ahead tor .c:duoatlonal Tele-
vision," School Lite (February, 195~}. 36:72-7). 
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Siepmann CQII1Jllen ts: 
"The radical change to leek for in the education 
G>t the future is the vast expansion or its services and 
clientele •••• A nationwide system or educational tele-
vision stations will spread the teaching of schools and 
universities to millions in need or 1 t. Many such 
stations will became in effect, CG>lleges (of the air} 
in their own right." 
In conclusion, Callahan states that: 
y 
"Education may be defined as the process by which 
society preserves and transports its intellectual and 
cultural heritage. Television as a new medium for com-
munication, holds tremendous potential! ty for the 
realization or this educational purpose and the ful-
fillment or this process." 
"This is not the end of the Television story. It 
ia only the beginning. Every day new ways are being 
round to use television to teach. There is disagree-
ment as to its value. Some schools find it invaluable; 
ethers, almost useless. None, hGWever, can afford to 
ignore it.")/ ----
Description of the Local E4ucational Television 
Beaton, using the facilities of W G B H - '11 V, has 
contributed mch to the advancement of Educational Tele-
vision. The organized efforts of the school superintendents 
(from more than seventy towns and cities located within a 
twenty-five mile radius or Boston),the State Department ~r 
Education, and the Eastern Massachusetts Council of School 
• 
!/Charles Siepmann, .op. cit., P• 177. 
y.ren~e Callahan, op. cit., P• 8. 
3/Sohool .Man~em.ent Magazine, 'p. 59, "What Your School Can 
tro With Broa~asting Television," April, 1958, reprint. 
-----= 
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Teln1a1 on have JUde th1a Pl"OfP'eaa poaaible. ;;~ 
The high level ot a4m1n1atrat1on ot these prosrama 1e 
olearly 1n41oatecl by: (l)The rooa tbat 1a lett tor more a4-
vanoecl 4evelop!lente; i.e., rather tban auppleaent aobool 
ourrioulwu, television will assume the reaponaib111t7 tD'I! 
teaob.i06 eatil"e oouraea. (2)-r.b.e very apeo1t1o aida tb417 y 
sive tb.e olaaaroom teaoller: 
"A aonth in advuoe ot tb.e prosram. p.reaeAte.Uon, 
pidea will be sent to all teaohera in tbe ao.b.ool aya-
t•a partioipatin& 1n tile proJeot. Tlleae suictea, en-
o081paaa1na all ot the aeries on the air, will be 1n-
tearate4 into the oura-ioulwa aotlvity so as to provide 
information oonoerning: 
1. The date, time and aubJeot ot eaoh prosram 
2. sucseated activities to be oarried out prior 
to the telAviaion preaeotatioa. 
). The oontet d .. ob proar• 
lt. Suggestecl tollcw-up aots.vitiea and l1ata o~ 
pertinent auU.o-viauu. matttr1ala available in 
tb e ata te to e n.r1oh an4 olari ty the t elev 1ae4 
teaobing." 
The coal at thia Boaton sroup ia to preaut: ll 
•••• "ue half•llO\lr _..osraa per 48)' , _ tiYe par week 
tor thirt)" weed 4u1nc the JMr• 'fhe pa-osrcuu ill aD7 
g1Yen subJeot area will ••• pJ'Oba.bly be broe.doaat onoe 
per week. The laqtb ot the ••~1ea 1a 4ependeat upoA 
tlle uou.nt ot aterial tbat ••t be oove:red. In thia 
1n1t1al phase or produot1on .aot all ot the ourr1oulua 
neecla will be tilled, wt aa etteotiveueas ia 1ta uae 
1a ahos, u.pans1on of the available aubj eota t1lU be 
oa.rr1e4 out." 
1/feiiey B. Sweatt, Supenieor of Audio V1aual Sen1oea, 
'S'tate Depe.r\1\ent ~ .@du011t1on, lnurview. 
2JI'aeta About Television-Ita Use 1A the Claaarooa," sta• 
lrepel"ttaent or ieluoat10A and the &astern Haaaaohuaetta Counci 
tor sonool TeleY1s1on, Bulletin, Boaton, Ootober, 19S7, 
P• 2. 
1/lb14 •• p. ) • 
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Those programs now being taught on televisioa are: 
(l} Science, grade 6; (2) Science, grade 5; (3} Elementary 
Art; {4) Literature, grades 2 and 3; (5) Music, grades 1 and 
2; (6) Here and There, grades K, l and 2; and (7} Lines and 
S:ac>es, grades .K, l, 2 and 3. These last three programs are 
taped. The times of all the broadcaats are 9:30 a.m. and 
ll: 00 a.m. .All of those shown at eleven are taped. '!'he 
. y 
composite title of the above programs is 21" Classroom. 
The television teachers are chosen in the following y 
manner: 
"All television teachers will be selected from the 
wealth of outstanding teachers in Massachusetts. In 
addition to a wide knowledge or their subjects and a 
distinct and outstanding ability to teach them, the 
television instructors will be selected on the basis 
of their ability to adjust their techniques to this new 
teaching medium. ~xperts in each curriculum area will 
always be available to the television teachers to help 
them maintain the highest possible quality in their 
presentations." 
The teachers are paid four hundred dollars per series (15 
weeks) in addition to what they receive teaching during the 
week. 
Those cities and towns which receive the progru.s 
appropriate twenty-five cents per pupil while the city it-
2/ . 
self pays twenty-two thousand dollars. Aay school within 
,!/Kelsey B. Sweatt, op. cit. 
3/"Facts About Television-Its Use in the Classroom," op. c~~~ 
p. 3. 
3/Kelsey B. Sweatt, op. cit. 
-
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tbe ooveraae area ot W G B B - T V aml ot aAJ other tele• 
v1a1on atatlona ~roadoaating auoa programa oan reoelve the 
prosrau by aenly tuning to the ooneot ohUJJ.el (ehu.nel 
2.) The 1nd1v14ual teao.b..-, with aclvioe ot the looal aol:lool 
authorities, will 4eo14e how Mat to uae the •\erial pre-
Y 
aente4 011 teleY1a10A. 
'l'he BoatOG croup realizes that it '-he proSJ'&ma are •••r 
soiA& to r .. oh an optiaum qual1 ty all4 ett1o1enoy they JIIU.8t 
oonatantly Wlderso eYalua,lon b1 thoae tor whom they an 
intended, i.e., the a'buclenta and teachers: 
This 
"T.bia both p-oupa will ha'Ye an oppo~ t1 to do • 
.Eaon aaber ot t.he 11l-.. .aool telev1a1on aetwork will 
have a tel.e"Y1aion _...oJitUDator appo1DM4 expnaal.y tor 
the purpose ot a1pllo.o.ia& all tneae ausaeationa, evalu• 
&tiona, and or1t1o1•• to \bat oommittee in ob.&qe ot 
prepu1.oa and j:rOdllc1nc ime ia-aohool aoheclule. "!/ 
ll la dCile in the t ollowina aanner: ( 1) Cal'da are a an' 
to the teaohera aakiDC thu particW.a:r questions about tAe 
various television pros,ratU. W.hen \he oarda are anawel'e4 
they are returned to t.tle teln1a1on teaob.er, who evalua.tea 
them with her teln1aion a14ea. (2) Kaet1nga are llel4 at 
w G B H where tbe teaohera who are uin& apeo1t1o tele-
v1a1on programs in 'heir olaaazoooa aet w1tb the tele'Y1a1on 
• pe.raon who teaonea tbat epeoitio area. Tile outoome ot auoh 
· a 41eou.aa1on 1a bound to p.roo.uoe iapzooT .. nta. 
!l"faota lJ)out TeleY1a1oa.-Ita Uae 1n the Olaaarooa," .!i• 
, oit., P• 4. 
-
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The growing number or cities and towns that have in-
corporated channel 2 television in their elementary school 
programs indicated that W G B H - T ·v certainly has 
erteotively met the educational needs or the communities in 
the eastern sections ot its state. 
OHAPJ.'ER III 
PL.AN Ol St'UDY 
The material in this atu41 was sa\hered and ooap1led b7 
tour graduate students. lt ia tb.elr purpoae to &ive the 
reader an oraani zecl view ot the me,.boda waecl in o bta1.rlin& 
tibe 1ntol'Jilat1o.a.. I.a.ol\1184 hen wlll be the prooe4urea used 
tor tale obaenation ot the pro~-. IIA4 oonat.ru.ot1on an4 
41atr1bu.\1on ot the queat1onna1J'ea. 
Selection ancl Treatment ot the 'fopic 
I.a. aeleoting the top1o ot teleYiaion and ita uae 1a 
the eluentu1 aohool, the wl'itera realized. that this n• 
medium ia taat beoomill& an 1nt .. ral part ot our home and 
aohool lives. The writers reoogn1ze4 tbe taot taat their 
topic lent 1taelt quito rea41l7 to the inquiry aet.bod, and. 
al.a.oe their maiD objective was to gather n• 1nto:raation and 
tb.ua abed a treah Ugh t on the area ot eduoat1 onal tel•· 
v1a1on, the questionnaire to.rm waa uaecl. The entire nation 
1a 1ntereate4, althougb aoaewhat _ua1nto~e4, ot television'• 
progress in eduoat1on. Thvet•re• 1'was the writers' 4.e-
o1a1oa to otter the .rea4era a ocape.ot reaeuoh chapter oon-
tainina moat ot tne pertinent 1ntoraat1on written in tbia 
I panioular area. 
I 
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The writers decided to distribute questionnaires to the 
teachers and students in several public schools in the Bostor 
area, covering g2ades twot three, tour, five and six. The 
purpose behind this survey was to discover the reaction to 
the television programs which have been viewed in the re-
spective classrooms. 
Ot particular assistance in considering this topic was 
the availability of information from W G B H T v, the 
educational television station of Boston. The advances of 
this station have gained recognition in many cities and 
towns in the United States, and c ons.equently formed a firm 
foundation from which to begin this study. 
Before undertaking this topic, it was determined im-
portant to dis cover the extent to which the subject had 
previously been covered. After a careful perusal of the 
theses in this field, it was found that although various 
studies on television had been made, none had been done at 
Boston University on the educational programs specifically 
designed for grades two through six in the Boston area. 
This initiSl research was of further help to the 
,writers in that it provided illustrations of the various 
forms of surveys and the types of questions found most 
successful. Reading done from various other sources during 
'the period of organization was found useful in the viewing 
process as well as in the item writing and also provided a 
reasonable idea of the topics which should be covered in a 
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review at the literature. I 
Observation of the Programs 
For a period of six weeks during the months of November 
and December the programS were watched faithfully four days 
a week. Four graduate students did the viewing simul-
taneously from the same television set. This me~ns that 
the programs for grades two through four were viewed a 
total of six times in succession while the grade five and 
six science programs, which alternate each week, were viewed 
a total of three times each. However, some of the programs 
were watched sporadically by different members of the group 
over a longer period of time. 
Before beginning the actual viewing of the programs, 
the group discussed various aspects which might be of 
greatest concern. It was decided first of all that the 
format would be most important--how the program was set up, 
what materials were used, etc. The writers also hoped to 
gain a familiarity with each of the programs. uuring the 
viewing, more problems and questions became evident; these 
were recorded with appropriate comments. When reasonably 
familiar with the programs, the writers tried to think in 
terms of both teachers and students as to the effectiveness 
of the program, the ease in which it would fit into the 
curriculum and the interest that would be aroused. 'rhe pro-
gram guides which unfortunately were unavailable until late 
I 
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in the writin& ot the 1n.qu1ry toma were, howeYer, ot aoae 
help in ahowinc; the aid Which the teaohe.r was &1 ven in 
in~es.re.ting the proaram V~i t!t her own curriculum. in a meaning· 
tul way • 
.roll.owlng eaoh v1•1n6 period, ttae writers diaousaed 
and reoor4e4 an1 new 1cieaa, altd ooapile<i suagestlona on 
what to look tor in. subsequent •1•1AB•· These notes wen 
kept and later pl"OY1de4 the \taaia ot the inquiry to.rma. 
A brief 4eaor1pt1on ot the prop-am at each ot the 
grade levels follows. 
Description ot •.n• 'feleviaion Prosrua 
MUSIC 
Grade LeTel: Two 
Tlae: 9:)0•9s4S and ll:OO•ll:l) • 
Day ot tile V!eek: 'l'b.UHBI 
Deaor1pt1oa: 
LITERATURE 
.il. mua1o oonau.ltant, tor one ot the greater 
Boa ton area school apteu, a1J16s ballads and 
playa the au1tar. Ubiluen wo.tohing ~be pro-
gram aooompan)' h1a either vooally or rbJtbmi• 
call)'. The purpoa • ot the proaram ia to 
acquaint obildren with. t olk a ~s and ina tru-
aenta. Siaple t ol.k danoes are also oooaaion-
all;y ta\l&h1a. 
Grade L•••l: Three 
T1ae z '1 )o-lo: oo and lla oo-11: )0 
Day ot the week: We4ne&d8J 
DeaoJ"iptiozu A oh114ren•a librarian in the Boet.cn PUbllo 
• Al.l ot these ~ogl"&m& are troa tiM to time repeate4 at 
'r:I5 n.il.. on the flaY theY were Drese.o.t~. 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
Library System narrates and provides illus-
tration of stories for children. Various 
authors of children's books are occasionally 
guest speakers on the program. 
Grade Level: Four 
Time: 9:30-10:00 and 11:00-11:30 
Day of the Week: Tuesday 
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Description: A teacher from one of greater Boston's school 
systems gives illustrated talks on "Our New 
England Heritage." She describes such things 
as the lives of the early settlers, the 
founding of our country, and the rise of 
industry. 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE 
Grade Level: Six 
Time: 9:30-10:00 and 11:00-11:30 
Day of the Week: Monday""* 
Description: A science consultant for one of the greater 
Boston area school systems teaches such things 
as the study of light, sound, air pressure, 
etc. Each program consists of a series of 
experiments which illustrate the concept being 
taught. 
""* The science programs alternate each week. 
Procedure for Construction of Questionnaires 
After six weeks of daily observation and discussion of 
the in-school television programs, each member of the group 
prepared questions for both the teachers and the students. 
The questions were planned according to subject matter and 
to the reading ability of each grade level: music for the 
second grade; literature for the third grade; social studies 
tor the tourt.tl; bioloaioal aoionoe tor the titth; and 
p.b.yaioal ao1enoe tor the a1ath sra4e. 
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laoll member read her queatiotla tor app.roYal. some ot 
the quastio.na were omi \tee\ tor ovarlapp1nc a.lld aoae were re-
written or enlarged upon. Some applied to all sra4ea an4 
to both the teaohere en4 the pupUa, an4 appeared in mon 
than one ina tanoe. 
'fne questions were rurtb.er obeolced. tor au1tabU1t1 end 
olarity. Meet ot tlusn were obJ.otiYe with al.Uple cboloe 
i 
answers. Spaces tor onwment were provid.ecl on t.b.e teachers • 
questionnaires. Attached to teaohera' questionnaina •ere 
direotlona tar a4miniatrat10A, 1. •·• readina queat1ona to 
young obildren tor underatuaia~, om1 tting pupils' names ao 
tnat the1 would feel treer to anawu questiona, etc. 
Plan or Stu4J 
~ueationntdres were d1atz-1'bute4 to waohel'a in three 
oommun1 tiea wbero the ed\lCut1onal p1"06J'am8 U'8 rqW.arlJ 
--
viewed. Thegra<le levels, tuuaber ot teaohera, and number~ 
children part1o1,PB ting in \be atu41 are 1n41oe.te4 1n the 
tollowi~ table: 
Table 1. Grade Levels and Number of Teachers and Children 
Participating 
Grade Level 
2 •••••••••••••• 
3 •••••••••••••• 
4 •••••••••••••• 
6 •••••••••••••• 
Total Number of 
Teachers 
3 
2 
1 
1 
· Total Number of 
Children 
70 
53 
33 
26 
72 
Each of the forms was accompanied by a set of speci:f'ic 
directions for the administration of the questionnaires by 
which it was hoped to obtain as accurate a picture as 
possible of their reactions. 
All results of these questionnaires were tabulated and 
along with any indicated trends are reported in the follow-
ing chapters. 
OBAPrE.R IV 
It waa the purpose ot th.ia atUd7 to oo.uatruot 1aquiry 
torms llhioh ldtiht sive ao.me 1nd1oat1 on ot ebild a.D4 t-.ohe.r 
ree.ot1on to the current educational television aeries. 
101: eeo.b. ot t.b.e proa:ra.u, auaio, litentu.re, aooial 
atu.cUes, aacl aoienoe, a separate 1nqu1r7 tora waa built. 
AlthO\agh man;y ot the tactora 1nveat1aated were oommoa to all 
p.ro6rau eaoh had certain apeo1t1o and peoul1ar aapeota. 
The data 1utre anal,yzed in teras ot t.b.e nwaber aD4 per-
centage ot reaponaee to ea.oh it• at eao.tl p-a4e level. The 
data •»P•ar in the tollow1nc tablea. 
The ti.rat two tablea are oonoerned w1 t.tl sra4e two -
auaio. (tablea 2 an4 )) 
Table 2. Hwaber aael Peroen-.ge ot Pupila RHpondiq to the 
Yar1oua Questions OD Kuaio - Grade Two 
It• x•• ~" il. MwabeJ~ 0~~ Nwaber ciH_ 
l. Can you aee tJle screen~ ••• S9 84 10 16 
a. o an 1 ou hear tb. e .rAusio? ••• 68 97 1 ) ). Can you underatand the 
82 12 18 songs? •••••••••••••••••• )7 
l .. Do you sing the songa at 
72 19 28 ha.e? ••••••••••••••••••• 50 
! 
In an attempt to get at the power of the program, one 
multiple response item was included and is reported in the 
following table. 
Table 3. Heason for Enjoyment of Program -- Music - Grade 
Two 
Item 
1. Sing with teacher ••••••••••••• 
2. Listen to teacher sing •••••••• 
3. Clap hands to music ••••••••••• 
Number 
30 
24 
l2 
Response 
Per cent 
44 
34 
22 
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From the preceding tables it is apparent that although 
the majority of the children (84 per cent) have no diffi-
culty seeing the program, 16 per cent reported that they 
were unable to see the screen clearly. A higher percentage 
(97 per cent) were able to hear the program with no trouble 
at all. 
Of the 82 per cent who seemed to have little difficulty 
in understanding the words in the songs, 72 per cent were 
able to retain them long enough to sing them at home to 
1 their parents. 
Upon examination of the multiple response question 
concerning what the children enjoyed the most, it was found 
that 44 per cent of the children felt that singing with the 
television teacher was the most .popular activity, whereas 
34 per cent of the children liked best to listen to the 
-·-
I 
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teaoher •1D&. 
'l'ables 4 and 5 present C1ata on sra4e three - lltenture. 
Table ~t.. Nuabezo awl Penentqe ot Pup11a aeapOJldi.n& to tbe 
Var1oua ~ueationa OA L1•era\ure - Grade ~hree 
. 
Tea No 
InqUiry 
Nwab• Per Nuabv Per ceat cent 
l. Cu you a eo the aorean? ••• 52 98 l 2 
2. Cu JOU hear the apauera .. t 52 98 1 2 ). Can yw aee the pioturea 
in the boo&a; ••••••••••• 47 89 6 11 
4. Do you w1ab to read the 
booka d1aouaae4? •••••••• 51 96 2 4 
s. Have you read any ot tbeae 
booka?•••••••••••••••••• 47 89 6 ll 
ln o.r<l.er to estimate the pO\ller ot this program, one 
ault1ple rea;:onse 1tem waa 1nolud.e4. It is reported in t~ 
tollowina table. 
Table 5. Reaaon tor Atten\1. on '-0 the Prosl'e.m -- IJ.teratU"e -
Gra4e 'l'hree 
Item 
, 1. Booauae it ia 1ntereating •••••••• 
2. .Beoauae 1 t gets me out ot olaaa 
WOI'k••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
_i_881 OA88 
4 8 
It ma1 be obaerYe4 in table• 4 and. 5 that 98 per OeDt 
ot the ohildron o0lll4 see the aozoeen and. hear the apeuera 
quite adequatelJ. However, tbe response ot 89 par oent to 
I 
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seeing the pictures in the books was not as high. While 98 
per cent stated that they wished to read the books only 89 
per cent did so. Most of the children, 92 per cent, enjoy 
watching the program because of its interest, while 8 per 
cent watch it to avoid doing class work. 
The data on Social Studies - grade four are presented 
in tables 6, 7 and 8. 
Table 6. Number and Percentage of Pupils Responding to the 
Various ~uestions on Social Studies - Grade Four 
Yes No 
Inquiry Number c~Bi Number cfBt 
1. Can you see the screen? ••• 29 87 4 13 
2. Can you hear the speaker?. 31 97 1 3 
3. Can you see pictures held 
by the teacher? ••••••••• 28 85 5 15 
4. Do the maps help you in 
what ycu are studying? •• 0 0 33 100 
'.l'he above table shows that while almost all the childrer 
had no trouble hearing the speaker, 13 per cent bad diffi-
culty seeing the screen and 15 per cent found the pictures 
hard to see. The fact that lQO per cent of the children 
found that the maps were not of help in understanding 
. material might indicate that Jll.aps had not been used during 
the program on which the responses were based. 
In order to obtain certain additional information con-
cerning this program, use of a multiple response technique 
was necessary. '.l.'he data are contained in the following 
• tables. 
Tuble 7. fteason tor .. -.ttention to soci~l ..:;tudies Program. -
Grade Four 
Item 
l. Because it is interesting •••••••••• 
2. Beoauae it gets me out or qlaaa 
1roric ••••••••••••••••••••• • •• • • • • • 
28 
5 
Response 
85 
15 
Table 7 shows that 85 per cent ot ttut pupils paid 
attention to tne program beoa4ae tl-.ey found it 1nte.restiog 
while th~ ot11er 15 pe.:.~ cent r•ported that they enjoyed it 
only in preference to class work. 
Table s. Factors .nffecting .~~t~i tude Towar::1 t.he ~3oc1al 
Stud1.,s Progra.:11 - Grade Four 
Hesponse 
lte.m Number Per 
l. I like the tal evisi o.u teaot1er ••••• 12 21 
2. l like tbe tilms •••••••••••••••••• 0 0 ). 1 liA.e the dis plays••••••··~···••• 2) 42 
4· "$ lia.e the thi llt:;s we learn •••••••• 20 )7 .... 
Cent 
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Responses in table 8 indio,~te that ;.noat of the oclld-
ren lJreterred the displays (42 per cent), while J7 .ftESr oent I 
liked tiuit thl.I>t;s they learned beat, and. 21 rer cent liked I 
t.tle television teacher. The t&ct t.tw:lt none or the ohildren 
toull\1 th ,:; til;;.:.S interesting m.igh t 1.nd1 oa tid ttla t film had 
I 
~ 
I 
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not been used during the program on which the responses were 
based. 
Data concerning Science for grade six are contained in 
tables 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13. 
Table 9. Number and Percentage of Pupils Responding to the 
Various ~uestions on Science - Grade Six 
Yes No 
Inquiry Number Per Number Per Cent Cent 
1. Can you see the screen? ••• 26 100 0 0 
2. Can you hear the speaker?. 24 92 2 8 
3. Can you see pictures held 
by the teacher? ••••••••• 18 69 8 31 
4. Do you understand all the 
words used? •••.••••••••• 3 12 23 88 
It may be observed from table 9 that a very large per 
cent of the children could see the screen and hear the 
speaker while only 69 per cent could see the pictures held 
by the TV teacher. The biggest problem, however, is evident 
in the response from 88 per cent of the children who could 
not understand all of the words used. 
At this grade level it was also necessary to utilize a 
multiple response technique to sift out certain pertinent 
information. The following tables handle this data. 
Table 10. Reason for Attention to Science Program - Grade 
Item 
1. Because it is interesting ••••••• 
2. Because it gets me out of class 
work • •......................•• 
Resppnse 
Number Per Cent 
25 
1 
96 
4 
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The response indicates that almost all of the children 
(96 per cent} paid attention to the program because it was 
interesting while four per cent paid attention only to get 
out of class work. 
Table 11. Factors Affecting Attitude Toward the Science 
Program - Grade Six 
Item I Response Number Per Cent 
1. j_ like the television teacher •••• .3 11 
2. I like the films . ................ 11 42 
.3. l like the displays ••••••••.••••• 2.3 88 
4. I like the materials discussed ••• 9 .34 
5. I like the suggestions for things 
to do . ........................• 9 .34 
As shown in the previous table the displays were liked 
by 88 per cent of the class while only 11 per cent of the 
children liked the television teacher. 
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Table 12. Repetition at Experiments -- Science - Grade six 
Item 
1. J~.t home •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. At school •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3. Both places~ ••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. Neitber one •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Response 
~umber Per Cent 
19 
) 
3 
6 
73 
12 
l2 
2) 
From tb.e previous table it is apparent that many, 73 
per cent, of the children repeut the aoienoe experiments at 
home, while 23 per oent repetlt t.b.a neither tit home nor at 
school. 
Table 1.). Understanding ot Experiments -- Soienoe - Grade Si 
Item 
1. Allot the time ••••••••••••••••• 
2. Part of the time•••••••••••••••• 
.). None ot the time •••••••••••••••• 
]fumb8r Per Cent 
l 4 
25 96 
0 0 
It ma.;y be seen trom tbis table that all ~ tbe OhildrCL 
understand at best some or the ex.j}eriments pertarmed on the 
program. However, only tour per cent state that they b.ave 
complete understanding at all times. Part o1: the time 96 
per oent or t.t1e olaaa have no dittioulty. 
Since the writers were concerned primarily with the 
reaction or the children to the television programs, the 
maJor part ot the study is an analysis ot this phase. 
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Each teacher was asked to fill out a questionnaire if 
her class participated in the study. No attempt was made to 
obtain large numbers of teacher responses, but a compilation 
has been made of the seven teachers whose children partici-
pated in the major study. 
A tabulation of teacher responses to certain aspects of 
educational television and its effect on the children has 
been made. The table titles indicate the type of question 
and will clarify the tabulation for the reader. Copies of 
the questionnaires can be found in the appendix. 
Table 14. Limitations in Use of Educational Television-
Grades Two, Three, Four, Six 
Conflict of 
Size of Group Mixed Grade ~rime Schedule Content With 
Observing Levels Observing Conflicts Curriculum 
4 0 2 2 
This table indicates that four teachers believed that 
the size of the group observing was too large. Conflict 
with the time the programs were scheduled was found by two 
teachers and two others felt that the programs conflicted 
with the content of the regular classroom curriculum. 
Table lS. Preparation Necessary to View Program - Grades 
Two, Three, Four, Six 
Extensive Moderate Little None 
0 ) ) l 
It may be noted in the previous table that three 
teaohera found that it was neoessary tor a moderate amount 
or preparation, three round little preparation necessary, 
while one tel t tha. t no prepe.rat1on was necessary. 
Table 16. Necessity tor .rollow-up ot I>rograms - Grades Two, 
Three, ~our, Six 
Extensive Moderate Little None 
0 ) 0 
The reader will note in the preceding table that no 
teaober telt that an extensive amount ot toll~-up was 
necessary. However, three teaohe.rs telt that a moderate 
amount should be used while tour ot them tOW'ld that 11 ttle 
tollow-up was neoeaeary. 
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Table 17. Estimate of Materials in Program Guide - Grades 
Two, Three, ..lfour, Six 
Fully Adequate Reasonably Adequate Inadequate 
1 4 2 
lt,rom the pr-evious table, it is apparent that only one 
teacher believed the materials in the program guide to be 
fully adequate. The guide was felt reasonably adequate by 
four teachers and two found the materials provided to be 
completely inadequate. 
Table 18. Visibility of the Programs - Grades TWo, Three, 
Four, Six 
Can be Seen Easily Cannot be Seen Easily 
7 0 
In table 18 it is indicated that all seven teachers 
agreed that the program could be seen easily. 
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Table 19. Length of Program- Grades Two, Three, Four, Six 
Too Long Adequate Too Short 
1 6 0 
Exam ina tio.n of table 19 reveals that six teachers telt 
that the program was ot adequate length and one believed 
that it was too long. 
Table 20. Estimate ot Children's Interest in Programs -
Grades '!'No, Three, Four, Six 
Extremely Intereate4 Average Interest Restless 
) 2 2 
The preceding table shows that three teachers believed 
that the Children were extremely interested 1Jl the televisi 
programs, while two teacllers said the children were restless 
during the viewing. The remaining two teachers stated that 
the children allowed average interest. 
Table 21. Ability Level tor Moat satiatactory Use ot 
Pr~am. - Grades Two, Three, Four, Six 
Supericr Average Slow All 
l 2 2 4 
It auv be observed in table 21 t.ba t four teachers 
thooght that the programs were geared to students at a.ll 
ability levels. Ot the other taaahers, one telt that they 
were beat sui ted to the sup~r1ar aud average children; 011e 
believed them best for the average and slow children, and 
one judged them. with just the slow children. 
Table 22. Estimate of vhildren's Retention of Material -
Grades Two, Three, Four, Six 
Excellent Good Average Poor 
1 2 3 0 
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It is indicated in table 22 that three of the teachers 
felt that the children's retention of material presented 
through television was average, while three other teachers 
believe that their retention was better than average. One 
teacher did not respond to this item since no follow-up 
activity had been employed which would reveal the amount of 
retention. 
Although most of the teacher-responses to the questions 
on educational television would indicate general satis-
faction, there was some dissatisfaction, particularly with 
matters concerning administrative details and the materials 
provided for teacher guidance. 
A summary of the reactions of both children and teacherf 
to educational television, and the conclusions based on 
these data appear in the following chapter. 
CHAPrER V 
SUNJ4ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study is an initial attempt to investigate 
children's reactions to educational television. 
The television program is bu1l t around certain curricu-
lar areas a.nd is designed tar grades two, three, tour and 
six. 
A su.lllll:&rY o1' the analysis follows: 
Ch11dre.o. • s Heaotions 
Grade Two - Music 
1. While 84 per oen t of the c hilJ.ren reported they had 
no difficulty seo1ng the television clearly, 16 per 
cent of them state<l thut they were not able to see 
tbe sere en ole ar ly. 
2. The major 1 ty or the ah ildr&n ( 97 per o en t) were able 
to bear tbe progr~~ with no trouble at all. 
). Although 82 per cent of the children said they were 
able to understana the words t.he television teacher 
sings, 18 per cent felt ~1ey bad difficulty oom-
prenending the songs. 
4. A large percentage (72 per cent} were able to retain 
the sonss and sing thec1 at home. 
- 86 ... 
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5. The most popular activity on this program proved to 
be singing with the television teacher to 44 per 
cent of the children. Next in popularity with 34 
per cent of the children was listening to the tele-
vision teacher sing. 
Grade Three - Literature 
1. Responses from the questions concerning visibility 
and audibility indicated that 98 per cent of the 
children had no difficulty. 
2. The per cent who could see the illustrations which 
were part of the program, however, was only 89. 
3. While 98 per cent of the children wanted to read the 
books discussed, only 89 per cent reported having 
read them. 
4. The per cent that wanted to watch the program be-
cause they found it interesting was 92. 
Grade Four - Social Studies 
1. Most of the children {97 per cent) had no trouble 
hearing the speaker. 
2. As many as 13 per cent of the children had diffi-
culties seeing the screen and 15 per cent had 
trouble seeing the illustrations used in the pro-
gram. 
3. The majority of the children (85 per cent) paid 
attention to the program because they found it 
interesting, while 15 per cent reported enjoying it 
only in preterenoe to ole.ss work. 
4. The order ot preference concerning the most enj 1hl• 
part ot: the program is as follows: 
a. '!'be dis plays - 42 per oent 
b. The subject matter - J7 per cent 
c. 'J.'he TV teacher - 21 per cent. 
d. 'l'he t il£1s - 0 per cent 
5. Tne teet that none ot the children t'ound the til.ma 
int erestins or the ma,ps helptul might indio&.te tba t 
they baa not been used during the prograru on which 
the responses were based. 
Grade Six - Science 
l. Most or the children could see the screen and hear 
tbe speaker, but only 69 per cent could see the 
pictures beld by the television teacher. 
2. Almost all r1 the children ( 96 per cent) paid 
attention to the program because it was interesting, 
while foor per cent paid at ten tlon only to gat out 
ot class work. 
)e The displays were liked by 88 per cent of the class, 
while only ll per cent ot the children liked the 
television teacher. 
4. The science 8X).'•er1ruemts were repettted at home by TJ 
~r oeGt of the children, at school by 12 per cent, 
and & t both nome and school by 12 per cent. There 
were 23 per oent who reyea.ted. them neitl1~r at home 
nor at school. 
5. Most of the children reported that they understood 
part of the experiments performed on the program. 
However, only four per cent stated that they had 
complete understanding at all times. 
Teachers' Reactions 
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1. The size of the group observing was found to be too 
large by four teachers. 
2. It was reported by two teachers that the program con-
flicted with the content of the regular classroom. 
). Two teachers reported that the programs conflicted 
because of the time they were scheduled. 
4. While three teachers felt that a moderate amount of 
preparation was necessary, little preparation was 
thought necessary by three teachers, and one teacher 
felt that no preparation was necessary. 
5. A moderate amount of follow-up was felt necessary by 
three teachers; however, four teachers found that 
very little follow-up was necessary. 
6. Only one teacher found the materials in the program 
guide fully adequate. ;l;he guide was felt reasonably 
adequate by four teachers, while two teachers found 
the materials provided completely inadequate. 
7. All of the seven teachers agreed that the program 
could be seen easily. 
8. Out of seven teachers, six felt that the program was 
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adequate in length. 
9. Three teac.bers stated that tbe o.t.~.ildren were extreme-
ly in teres teo. in the prograr:1a • while two teao.bars 
said t.bat they sh<ltfed. average interest, and two 
said that tJ1ey were restless. 
10. Four teachers reported t.ba.t the programs were geared 
to the ability levels or all a tudenta. or the group 
ot teachers, one stated that it was geared to the 
superior t:w.d average children, one felt that the 
programs were best for the slow anildren, and one 
tel t that the prograrr1s were geared to the average 
and slow students. 
11. The number of teachers who telt that the children's 
retention of the ma teri ul was average amounted to 
three, while three other teachers felt that the 
retention was better t.han average. 
From the preceding sum.mary it may be concluded that 
there is general satisfaction with educational television on 
the pert ot both the children and teachers. 
OUr conclusions are as follows: 
1. In general, the children had no difticul ty in seeing 
anu hee.rind the broadcast. The fuct t.ba t teachers 
felt tm t t11e children o ould see the illustrations 
clearJ.y (while soo1e children stated that ttey could 
not} may inaioate a need tor a more careful preview 
from the child's viewpoint of materials and tech-
niques to be used. 
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2. It was felt by many teachers that the size of the 
group watching the television was too large. This 
might imply a need for more television sets, larger 
screens, or more effective seating arrangements. 
3. 'l'he c onf lie t that was felt concerning the time 
schedule suggests either a need for more frequent 
projection of the programs, or the need for greater 
flexibility for classroom schedules to use to better 
advantage either of the two existing opportunities 
for vi ewing each program. 
4. It is apparent that some teachers felt that the 
content of the televised program conflicted with the 
regular classroom curriculum. This should support 
the belief that the teacher ought to have some 
freedom in deciding whether or not her class will 
view a particular lesson or series of lessons. 
5. The difficulty which some children reported with 
comprehension may mean that more careful attention 
should be paid to vocabulary control. 
6. 'l'he enjoyment which many children showed in active 
participation either during or following the program 
should be of considerable influence in preparation 
of future programs. 
Suggestions tor Further Research 
Certain factors wbioll became evident during the 
analysis ot the data lead the writers to believe that the 
following areas in the prograrua studied are in need ot 
turther research: 
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1. J4m1n1stration of questionnaires to a larger number 
ot classrooms at each grade level 
2. Survey ot a larger number or schools in an attempt 
to exat:Une different methods tor using the programs 
). More comprehensive survey to determine the ettectiv 
ness of tile programs at each abilit.J level 
4. More extensive study ot teachers' reactions an4 
suggestions 
5. Examination or tile existing program guides in re-
lation to the needs indicated by the teachers 
6. Investigations or present administrative practices 
tor the purpose or isolating conditions which 
teachers .have tound lim! tins. 
• 
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.APPE l'ID IX 
D1atr1but• tbe tol'lle .. dl et \be ellUb•• 
Read tbe •tr ... t•• earef'll'J te "'-• Walre liON *bat Uley 
un4JeratatHI tbat - 1•••tleae • .,. 1aaYe 1MPe tlaaa .. -•r• 
!ney •*Y elrele eltber. tba ••l•t• -•r er lta ewreat\oac:U.DS 
ma~r. 
lD the •••• or •••• or uatr• ....... eP • ., etbera who 
•1gbt btl•• •Ut--ltT ....... tile ~tloaa• tbe teubar -..-
•lowly read ..... 1'1•••tea ..... ..wc~ ... . 
~e •o~lcl ap~reelate lt lt e.er~ et~ert .... .... •• iapreaa 
tile en114r• wlua u.. tan ..._, \Gelr -.ra •Ul Ja· ao 
wa1 dlaor.Clt ~· •8Pe8l&Lly a~ .a.t. ..... wlll not app~ar 
on the to,... 
_:;- !.~;·!~~; ·_ IOI·.~ ~ L ~rEl~~viuiolJ 
Jt; 'J~~/ ·JE 2 
''"'lJ~·:; ~r I.) 
-................ .,...,.._ 
Circle your answers 
you see the television from your seat? 
I .. Yea 
B .. No 
::; ,, c;ar:. ·:; cu hear the telavision from your seat? 
F~: Yes 
B .. :No 
3., Cen :Ton undarstc:md the ., .. rords the televis:i.on toache:r sings? 
F., Yes 
Eo No 
4 ~ ·~\1ta.t Clo )rou like to do best? 
P.., Sing together \·lith the television teacher 
B" Listen to 'the television teacher sing 
C!!> Clan your hands to the music 
·- ,, (':.'.:.1 .,.m, sing the songs to Mother and ?ather 't·Ihen you •J'O home? 
r. .. Yes 
Be ~k> 
SJlX.) .L'~.<T · L ~L'Lh.:Vl;.:;I(;lJ 
~ .& ~... I.:TJSI(~ (~_ ~ :J3.~ 2 
Circle uord(s) or letter(s) 'tvhich indicates your anmrer{s} 
to the questions belo"tor., 
·"on feel thc.:1 t this Droc;ram: (cho0se one or more of the fol1m:i:tc:;} 
Can be used for nractice 
c!;} Can be used to supnlement regular :mus:i.c ;:.roqram Cannot be used at all 
~~" Can renlace the regular music prog-ra:a 
i;., c::.:-cle any of the following ans\,lers 1:Jhich you find t<> be lind. tnt ions. 
f\ 
; '. B .. 
c. 
Size of c;roun vlC tching program 
?Iixed grade levels t.rntching n:coqrru:n 
fi.r~1e it is scheduled 
·:Ol> Conflict t·Ti th regular music lnstruction 
7:', the children see the il.lustrntions clearly? 
~~: -4 Yes 
No 
much preparation do you feel is necessary? 
.• Extensive 
:3 .. Loderate 
c,. L1.ttle 
J,., }ion.e 
~Jueh. follow-up do you feel is necessary? 
E:}::tensive 
Moderate 
l.:i.ttle 
.1., Hone 
\.' :; c:hildren are: 
;~'" Extrer.:.ely interested 
Bu Fairly interested 
c,; 0 j2estl~ass 
. 
l.!l 
.. F·ully adequ.c'1 te 
B., _::~easonably adequate 
I"':e?df::"i.T,J.ate 
the 
length of the nrogram is: 
1\o ·roo long 
13 ~ J'.dequate (_; _, ~l'oo short 
9" TLue childrens' retention is: 
A .. Excellent 
Bo Good 
C:.o Fweraqe 
,)4; Poor 
:n .. _!{) :.··::n feel thnt the program is geared to the abilities of: 
r II ~!?he SUperior student 
B .. l'he a-v..:::ra(io student 
Cu The slow student 
J n P..ll of the above 
11., C:::;;tio:nnl: &"ugqestio:ns for improvement (materials, method.s 11 ) (presentation., etc., ) 
:::rt::"•)~;+,~,::ms t Gircle th,3 word {s) or letter (si 'xh:tt;h lndlcu>:'d 
'J'01.U' answe:t..... ( s) " 
"'~;s 
I'lO 
y;:;s 
NO 
NO 
y·i:;::> 
NO 
a,. hecaus~~ :tt :.Ls :tnt•'.:::·e;ertl~·;_,;> 
b, because vou don't h~:t'·'~ to (io 
class wo:r.lt:: nt trv:d:. tirn<:'l ,. 
..._ -.. .;- --
·r~~~~_?l f)li_~R 
....... """ ... '''"'"•10..'"'"--
D5.r~)ctiona : Girele th~ word ( s) (n~ lottsr {s) ~h:tch ind:1.ec".t;.::,B 
you.r answe ( s ) • · 
1 ~ D..::> you feel tha.t th,.s program 
a. can be used for enriohtient. 
b. ean be used for supplement• 
C• cannot be used at all. 
2 .. Do you find anv limitations in the following school 
administrative aspects? 
a. size of the grou~ watchin~ ~rogram. 
b .. mixed grad& levels watching r)r•op;ram. 
e. time it is scheduled• 
d. eonfliet with reqular literature 1nstntction. 
3 • Can the children sa& the illustrations elearlygt 
TIS 
NO 
Lt., How much preParation do vou feel necessary f'or this nrmi;r·r~.m·? 
a .. extensive 
b .. moderate 
eo little 
d. none 
5.,. How mueh follow-up do you use -ror this program? 
a.. extensive 
b .. moder·ate 
o. little 
do none 
' b .. Are the children usually 
s ... extremaly iilte:r•ested ? 
b ... fairly interes·ted? 
e .. x•estless? 
'"?, Ara th(-) ma.teri.als rJrovided 1n the ~ide 
a. i"ully adequate? 
b. reasonably adequl!lte? 
C• lnnde'luate? 
· .... 
~ .. 
y .. 
,-·~. .... :;::., Cr r_) d 
~·~ '" 1:4 £3. ~l:~· 
·~~ ~ sJ.o~(i,r st11r:le-r1~~s .. 
d .. all of the above-· 
'{1;;,3 
::10 
:J ... OJ1aJ .. 
. ~:ugr:~cationa fc::' 5..ranrovement ( •::1::,_t('>cJr:1. 1 r.7.t;thod8;. 
r:u.1·d ~.:.~x')e s er.~. tat; :101'1 ~ ) 
:s 
..... ~· ' . ; 
-·-, 
. . . ' . 
trations clearly? 
T:~::tfl d.is·l)lays 
~ne subject matter p~d erted 
I·:; L-:3 :i.nteresting,. 
You don't have to do class Hor.i:c H 
:.;ht1.··~ t lrne t_, 
. -- ... I!H$ STUUIES 
Gl:::"elo the \mrd ( s) or letter ( s) which 1nd~.cato 
your anstorel"' "Go the questions belo"J o 
I\ rixtl .. eraely interested 
D Fairly interested 
c nestl$SS 
-=~., cb.:l.ldron n s r•atention is: 
A :iix.cellent 
B Good 
C Fair 
D Poor 
3 Q Do s·o•;.. find e.ny limitations in the following adminis-
trative aspects? 
A Size ot group watching the TV 
B Nixed grade levels watching at 
the same time 
c 'rime 1 t is scheduled 
0 Conflict with regular 
supervised program 
4o CBn the children see the illustrations clearly? 
Yes Ilo 
5o Hm.r much preparation do you f'eel is necessary? 
A Extensive 
13 Hodere.te 
C Little 
D l!one 
6" IIoH r:mch followup do you !'eel is necessary? 
A 8xtensive 
f3 Hoderate 
C Little 
D none 
A Fully adequate 
B Heasonably e.deqth~.te 
C Inadequate 
Dous th.is prce:x~a.m relate to othe!." a12eo.;:, err th.:; 
ct.trrieulum? ._
0 
Yes No 
9 <• The length of the program is : 
" ' ~,:. 
,..,\,,-. 
A Too long 
B J~:"st right 
0 Too short 
f\ 
'"' 
Above r:;rade leveJ. '/ 
B A·t grade level? 
c Below grade level? 
1 [' ,r 
~~ .);,) 25~v 
10~·: 2t:' • 
.-",1 _, ..• 
105; "'lf....t' . c.;; j;.1 
i>:) ,y·ou f'eeJ. tb.at the prog:t•ron is ,<~eared to t.b.e 
~;b:!.li ties of~ 
A 'l'he superior, student 
p 
.J 't1he average student 
c 'f:."1e slotv student 
D All or the s.bove 
5o;,) 
;,;0>,; 
·::o., 
')pt;ional: Suggestions for impr•mre:t.tl.ent (Haterit~.lsL, 
methods, presentation9 erljc")" 
'f' 
' 
·?r--
' 
!: 
::;.L:,;'IH:t.i.on.a: Cirele the word (e) or lette1:o ( s) ··~.r1::dch :Lndl.;,~;.::':::.:,;:r 
your answc~r {s) •) 
YES 
NO 
3 ·' ·:::!:;<.1.1 ycru see the i11nstrat tons cles.rl:v? 
NO 
· ..r~:~at do :you ll.ke tlb-:,-ut the nrogl"9.m? 
a .. the television teache.'l." 
b" the f'ilnts 
C•· the displays 
d.. t.he subject matt ex• r.;resented 
e a suggestions for .f'!.l.l"ther uctiV'ities 
:::;, you pay attention to the oz•ogram 
a" because it is i:nter~st.tng 
b" because you do:n 't hiJ.Vt:.l to do 
elass work at that t.hne .. 
YES 
NO 
7 li\ Il~::t1f1.9; you &Vel" fc)U.nd anv or the t..Jlerlts e..n .. d ::mJJnr:~l~3· 
d:L:::c1::ssed on the nrorr,ram? 
Y3J 
NO 
(:;. ~.\;;·'tld you hava kno~rm wha.t th13y wur'·"'"• 1J,'3fOT';3 wat;ehi.ng 
·:·: ro ,:ir am? 
uo 
~TIOI!NAI!i?_ Q:~ TELEVISEI?, .~B.f'.PE PIV.,2~!!Y~ 
(For Grade Five Teacher) 
Di.r·eo.t.ions: Circle the word(s) or letter(s) whleh indicat,as 
your a.nswer(s) and comment if you EH) desir·e .. 
l () Do vou .t'1nd any lim.itat:tons in the :rollowing administr•ative 
aspects? 
a) Size of group watching television 
b) f;U.xed grade levels watching television 
e) Time it is scheduled 
d) Conflict with regular seience program 
2~ Do vou teal that this program 
a) ean be used ror enrichment 
b) can be used $8 a sunplement 
e) eannot be us~d at all 
:( ~, 1)o you feel that the children can see ths illuatrat ions 
a) Yea 
b) No 
1~." How xn11eh preparation do you feel is necessary for th:!.s 
a) extensive 
b) moderate 
c) little 
d} none 
~.;: ·~ .FkJ>v! mueh .f"ollo~ ~·, is nacessal•y? 
a) extensiv~ 
b) modsl""ate 
c) little 
d) nona 
.-..: {~,, :'T::1Em the chlldren wateh the nro.P.:l"am are ·they 
' s.} extremely interested 
b) fairly interested 
e) restl·ess 
'~" Ar•e the materials provided in the guide 
al tully adequate 
b reasonably adequate 
c inadequate 
eo Dt.-,es tllis progr8m relate to other areas of the curriculum'? 
Yea 
No 
9~ Is the length of the progrmn 
a) too long 
b) adeouate 
c) too ~short 
10" \~bat percent of: your elass are 
a) above grade level 
b) at grade level 
c) below grade level 
reading 
10% 
10% 
10% 
1.1 o The oh!ldrens' retention of the material cove1"'ed on this 
program is 
a) excellent 
b) good 
e) avera.p;e 
d) poor 
12~ Do you feel that the Children have learned to reeognize 
t.h.d -plants and ani:.llla!a discussed on the prog:;. ... aut'l' 
Yes 
a) the superior student 
b) the avera~e student 
e) the slow student 
d) all or the above 
lh" ()pt.ional - Suggestions rar imnrovement ( methods, mate:d .. al~t 1, 1">-'Peaentation etc.) 
... 
f:.., (For Grade Six '"i'es.cher) 
Di:~'EH~t:lona: Cii•ele the word(e) or lettn.ds) which indi(~-'J.t·:.-;~" 
your answer• ( s} and comment lf' you so d.e s i~ef' ., 
..- ":>:;2'>i.- .., ... - .._..._..,_._ ... __ .... _ --- ______ ...,_.. ...... .., ... ___ 11:11- ___ ~ ... --.. .. --~.,--- ---- .. ,.- ..... ~-...,..-- ~ --~-
.:. . .. Do you find a.ny limitations in tha follovting o.dmlnistr~:tti'lre 
a) .Size or group watching teL'::'vislon 
b) Mixed grade lr:wels watehJ.n:~~ t.olev:i.slon 
e) TL'71e it is schedul(:od 
d) Conflict with r>egula.r so:tence nror;ram 
c. o Do y-ou feel that this program 
a) can be used tor enrichment 
b) ean be used as a sunplement 
o) cannot be used at all 
Yea 
No 
1~!). How much prepa.rat ion do you f0el is naeessa.ry for this 
pror;ram? 
'. 
a) extensive 
b) moderate 
e) little 
d.) none 
. 1.s neceasa:ey·? 
e.) ext:~Jn3ive 
b) moderate 
r:;} 1 i.'i:."tle 
d i1 non.~ 
.-. 
--
:·~ ,, Wb.en the children watch the program are they 
a) extremely interested 
b) fsirl v 1r.tterested 
e) rast.less 
·c:, t•he m.ater:tals Provided in the guide 
a) fully adequate 
h) reasonably adequate 
c) ina.dequa te 
t:: , DOt'Jt: t.hi~ pl~ogram relate to other areas of the 4Ul"rieulum? 
Yes 
No 
r:· ,, :. '3 the length or the program 
a) too long 
h) adequate 
e) too short 
.'hnt per~ent o-r your class are reading 
a) above grade level 
b) at grade level 
e) helow grade levtl 
10% 
lO?b 
10~ 
~;h:'tldl"en t s retention of the material covered on this 
a) excellent 
b ) od . go 
e) ~.verage 
d) poor 
1;;?. ., !.>.,: v .:...ru feel that on the whole the children undez·sta~"ld thE' 
,>·~·~~{;;pt~s being preaentad 11 even though they may not ~mder.., 
Yes 
No 
... ,. 
13 .. Do you :reel tha:~ the program ts geared to the s.bilit:t.as 
a) the superior student 
b~ the average student 
o. the alow student 
d) all of tho above 
lh·- Optional ... Suggestions tor improvement (methods. ms.tar:talsg~ 
pr·asentation etc.) 
.... 
(For Grade Six Teacher) 
D:t:'er.::tione: Cit-ele the word(e) or lattel"(s) which indic"d;es 
you~ $.nswer(s) and comment if' you so desi:rec 
1~ Do you find any limitations in the following administr-ative 
aspects? 
a) ~ize of group watching television 
b) Mixed grade levels watehing tolev:l.sl{)n 
c) Time it is scheduled 
d) Connict with regular science '1l""o~~:t:'mn 
2 e. De,; you !'eel that this Program 
a) can be used tor enrierunent 
b) ean be used as a su-crolemen.t 
c) cannot be uaed a.t ali 
.3 ... Do you feel that the ehildrell can see ~Ghe illustr-ations 
t~lea:rly? 
No 
J.;~ ~· B.ow m:uch pl"eparation do you feel is necec.;sary f'or tb.is 
program? 
a.) extensive 
b) moderate 
c) little 
d) none 
·. -- Bow much follov is necessary? 
a) ex·tens :1 ve 
b) modsrate 
e) little 
d) none 
6~ When the children watch the pro~rrum are they 
a) extremely interested 
b) £airlv li1terested 
c) restless 
b
a) fully adequate 
) reasonably adequate 
c) inadequate 
8 ~~ D!:J~;:.-; this program relate to other areas o~ the ®w:"l:"ietllum? 
Yes 
No 
9 •} J:~ the length ot the program 
a) too long 
b) adequate 
e) too shol't 
lOQ What percent or your class are 
a} above grade level 
b) at grade level 
c) below grade lev'l 
reading 
10% 
10~ 
10% 
11.!) T.h.e eh:tldren t s retention of the material covered on this 
a) excellent 
b) good 
c) avsra.ge 
d) poor 
:2.2"' Do :'foU .feel that on the whole the children unde1•stand the 
~(~n.=:!·~;pts being presented!) even though they may not under-
No 
13, Do you teel that the nrogram is geared to the abil1ti~s 
_...i-" .. 
'-'-'-. 
a) the superior student 
b) the average student 
e) the slow student 
d) all of the above 
11.~ .. (Qtlonal - Suggestions for improvement (methods» rt:~aterlaJ.;:;~ 
pl~aaentation etc .. ) 
